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Wausau Man indicted on 
Drug charges News 4/1/16 6a,7a,8a, 1:30 

A federal Grand Jury 

indicted a Wausau man on 

drug charges.  24-year old 

Anthony Rogers, who has 

strong ties to the Merrill area, 

faces a maximum of life in 

prison for allegedly 

conspiring to distribute 

methamphetamine.  He’s 

already jailed for previous 

drug convictions.  More 

federal indictments  are 

expected in the coming 

months.   

On Tuesday, voters in dozens 

of school districts will be 

asked whether or not they 

support school referendums 

worth millions of dollars.  In 

this area, Antigo is looking 

for nearly $25 million dollars 



to close down a few 

elementary schools, build a 

brand new one and fix 

maintenance issues 

throughout the buildings.  A 

majority of the $4.1 million 

the Medford School District is 

asking for will be used for 

maintenance issues.  The 

largest of the referendums is 

in Mosinee with roughly $45 

million used to update aging 

infrastructure, some which is 

more than 94 years old.  

Ashland seeks over $34 

million for upgrades, 

maintenance  and a new 

field house among other 

items.   

A structure fire last night near 

Kennan in Price County 

closed part of Hwy 8 for a 

short period.  The fire, 

reported about 11:30 at 

Fairview Road shut down the 

westbound lane for over an 

hour.  No other information is 

available.   

Beginning today, panfish 

http://www.medford.k12.wi.us/district/uploads/refbrochureportrait.pdf
http://www.mosineematters.org/#!the-need/ywyg1


anglers in Langlade, Lincoln, 

Oneida and Vilas Counties 

will have to get used to 

some new bag limits.  The 

DNR regulations apply to 94 

lakes and will be evaluated 

to address underperforming 

lakes, then possibly applied 

to additional waters after 

the testing.     
 

  
Presidential candidates 
competing for delegates  
in the state  News 4/1/16 12p,5p 1:30 

  The five presidential 

candidates are competing 

for convention delegates in 

Tuesday's Wisconsin primary -

- and the way the system is 

set up, all five should get at 

least some delegates at their 

conventions this summer.  

The primary is actually eight 

separate elections for each 

party.  That's because 24 of 

the 42 G-O-P delegates will 

go to the winners in each of 

the state's eight U-S House 

districts -- and Democrats will 

give 57 of their 96 delegates 

to the winners in each House 

district, with more delegates 

assigned to the party's 



highest-performing districts.   

Ted Cruz looks strong in 

Metro Milwaukee, Donald 

Trump appears to be most 

popular in northern and 

western Wisconsin and John 

Kasich could get some 

southern delegates even if 

he finishes last.  On the 

Democratic side, Hillary 

Clinton has the edge in 

Milwaukee, Bernie Sanders 

has Madison and rest of the 

state appears up for grabs. 

The longest continuous 

serving member of the 

Wisconsin Assembly is calling 

it a career. G-O-P 

Representative Al Ott of 

Forest Junction in Calumet 

County says he will not run 

for re-election this fall after 

30 years in the lower house. 

He's a past chairman of the 

Assembly's agriculture 

committee, where he led 

efforts to renew the farming 

industry with an aid 

package that encouraged 



investments, farm 

modernization, and rural 

health care. He also helped 

create the dairy investment 

tax credit.  Ott is the ninth 

member of the Legislature to 

step down this fall and the 

seventh Republican to do 

so. 
 

  
Wis. Primary election  News 4/4/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 With important local, state 

and national races on the 

ballot, voters have a lot of 

decisions to make in 

tomorrow’s primary election.  

According to the Wisconsin 

Government Accountability 

Board this could be the 

largest turnout in decades 

with more than 40% 

expected.  All the 

presidential candidates 

were in the state over the 

weekend for last minute 

rallies.   

Meanwhile, election officials 

say problems with state 

computers have been fixed 

and the voter registration 

and election management 



system is functional.  The 

computers, used by local 

clerks to issue absentee 

ballots and process voter 

registrations went down 

Friday.  The GAB and Dept of 

Administration are watching 

for any additional problems 

that may surface. 

Wisconsin picked up some 

unexpected property tax 

relief thanks to the Powerball 

lottery.  Someone with a 

million dollar winning ticket 

failed to claim their prize 

within the 180 day deadline.  

The ticket was purchased 

last September in Eau Claire 

and the money now reverts 

to the state.    

Saturday’s near whiteout 

conditions may have 

contributed to a traffic 

fatality in Marathon County 

over the weekend.  62-year 

old Cynthia Binzen of 

Edgerton was killed in an 

accident that included nine 

vehicles on the westbound 



lanes of Hwy 29 late 

Saturday morning near 

Marathon.  Several others 

were hurt.  Another accident 

a short time late just to the 

west involved three vehicles, 

resulting in minor injuries to 

several people.   

Wisconsin's long-standing 

ban on building new nuclear 

power plants is no more. 

Governor Scott Walker 

signed a bill ending the 

restriction that’s been in 

place since 1983.   
 

  
Donald Trump speaks 
about competitor in 
presidential race News 4/4/16  12p,5p 1:30 

 Donald Trump says John 

Kasich should drop out of 

the Republican presidential 

race, saying it's "unfair" the 

Ohio governor is "taking" his 

votes.  Trump told reporters 

in Milwaukee he raised the 

subject with Wisconsin's 

Reince Priebus, who heads 

the Republican National 

Committee.  Kasich won just 

a single contest in his home 

state of Ohio and many polls 

have him a distant third for 



tomorrow’s Wisconsin 

primary -- but he still believes 

he can win the nomination 

at a split convention.  Kasich 

spokesman Chris Schrimpf 

says neither Trump nor Ted 

Cruz will have a majority of 

delegates before the 

convention -- and maybe 

Trump should drop out.  Also 

yesterday, Cruz held a rally 

in Green Bay with some of 

his top supporters -- including 

Governor Scott Walker and 

U-S Senate Republican Mike 

Lee of Utah - Democrat 

Bernie Sanders was in 

Madison for the third time 

and actresses Rosario 

Dawson and Shailene 

Woodleys joined the 

Vermont senator on-stage at 

the Kohl Center, along with 

some musical acts.  His 

opponent Hillary Clinton did 

not campaign in 

the state yesterday . 

Just like most other recent 

polls, a C-B-S News survey 



has Republican Ted Cruz 

and Democrat Bernie 

Sanders leading in 

Wisconsin.  But national G-O-

P front-runner Donald Trump 

has the edge in two other 

big primaries this month in 

Pennsylvania and his home 

state of New York -- and 

Democrat Hillary Clinton has 

a ten-point lead over 

Sanders in New York. For 

tomorrow's Wisconsin vote, 

C-B-S has Cruz leading 

Trump 43-37 -- and Sanders 

has a 49-47 edge over 

Clinton.  
 

  
Wis primary elections 
today News 4/5/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 The power is now in the 

ballot box as Wisconsinites 

head to the polls in the 

presidential primary.  The 

nation is watching this one 

with pundits saying results 

here could be make or 

break for one campaign.  

The candidates swept across 

the state much of yesterday 

with political insiders also 

saying the outcome of the 



vote could also decide if 

there will be a contested 

convention for the GOP this 

summer.  A number of local 

races, school referendums 

and a hotly contested state 

supreme court race face 

voters today.   

 Two Wausau women 

arrested during a drug bust 

last month have pleaded 

not guilty.  24 year old Ashley 

Baumgardner and her 

mother 42 year old April 

Pirillo are both charged with 

possession of 

methamphetamine, 

possessing an illegally 

obtained prescription and 

drug paraphernalia.  

Baumgardner is also 

charged with two counts of 

neglecting a child, 

maintaining a drug 

trafficking place and 

delivering THC.  Both women 

are free on signature bonds 

and back in court April 20th. 

County deer advisory 



council recommendations, 

including antlerless quotas, 

permit levels and various 

season structure options for 

this year are now available 

for public comment on the 

DNR website.  Each council 

will review the feedback at 

meetings during the week of 

April 18th before making final 

recommendations to the 

state.  From there they head 

to the natural resources 

board for approval in May. 

And in sports, the Brewers 

were shelled in their home 

opener 12-3 by San 

Francisco.  And Wisconsin’s 

Greg Gard was named the 

NCAA’s division one 

basketball coach of the 

year. 

 

  
Wisconsin voters vote 
today News 4/5/16 12p,5p 1:30 

  Wisconsin voters get the 

final say today on the state's 

most intense presidential 

primary campaign in years.  

Republican Ted Cruz hopes 

to take momentum from 



delegate-leader Donald 

Trump, while John Kasich 

expects to get at least some 

delegates to try-and-win the 

nomination at a brokered 

convention.  Democrat 

Bernie Sanders has a close 

contest with Hillary Clinton 

and both could get close to 

equal numbers of delegates.  

Since Wisconsin is the 

nation's only primary today, 

candidates have spent 

almost two weeks zeroing in 

on the state -- taking 

headlines away from the 

Wisconsin Supreme Court 

race between Justice 

Rebecca Bradley and 

Appeals Judge JoAnne 

Kloppenburg, numerous 

contests for local offices, 

and 72 school building and 

tax increase referendums 

that include building 

projects of 90-million dollars 

each in Superior and 

Hudson.  Polls close at eight 

p-m. 



Even though work began 

over a week ago, the City of 

Rhinelander hosted an 

official groundbreaking 

today for the utility and 

Streetscape improvement 

project.  Through the 

project, set to run most of 

the year across a 20-block 

stretch of the downtown, 

sewer services for the city will 

greatly improve from the 

system which is nearly a 

century old.  One large part 

of the project will separate 

the existing combined 

sanitary and storm water 

sewers that will help prevent 

runoff of raw sewage into 

the Wisconsin River.  USDA 

Rural Development loan and 

grant funds are helping 

finance the construction 

project.   Another benefit will 

be a restructured downtown 

with improved lighting and 

better handling of 

pedestrian traffic.   
 

  News 4/6/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30  Republican presidential 



Ted Cruz wins candidate Ted Cruz, 

bolstered by the 

endorsement of Governor 

Scott Walker and an active 

"Stop Trump" movement, 

won the Wisconsin 

presidential primary 

yesterday. The win gives 

critics of Donald Trump hope 

that they can stop the GOP 

front-runner's rise to the party 

nomination. They are trying 

to deny him the majority of 

delegates and force a 

contested convention in 

July.  On the Democratic 

side, Vermont Senator Bernie 

Sanders won nearly all of the 

state's 72 counties and 

defeated Hillary Clinton by 

more than 10 percent.  State 

Supreme Court Justice 

Rebecca Bradley held on to 

her seat in a hot race over 

Appeals Judge Joanne 

Kloppenburg.   Voters in the 

city of Rhinelander 

approved the Premier Resort 

Area Tax by a 3-to-1 margin.  



In the school board race, 

incumbents Mary Peterson, 

Judy Conlin and Dennis 

O’Brien were reelected.  For 

the fourth time, voters in the 

Antigo School District turned 

down a nearly $26 million 

referendum.  Mosinee said 

no to a $44.9 million 

referendum while the 

Medford School District will 

now begin planning for work 

with referendums for building 

and pool maintenance both 

passing.  Wausau has a new 

mayor with Robert Mielke 

winning by a 133 vote 

margin over Jay 

Kronenwetter.  Steve Taskay 

is the new mayor of 

Tomahawk.  And an upset in 

the Oneida County Board of 

supervisor’s race as longtime 

District 10 incumbent Tom 

Rudolph was beaten by Jim 

Winkler with 58% of the vote. 

And in sports, the Brewers 

are now 0-2, losing to the 

Giants at home 2-1. 
 



 Wisconsin voters speak 
their mind 
 News 4/6/16 12p,5p 1:30 

 Republicans appear closer 

to having an historic 

contested convention, 

thanks to Wisconsinites who 

gave Ted Cruz a decisive 48-

to-35 percent victory in 

yesterday's presidential 

primary.  And Democrat 

Bernie Sanders put a crimp 

into Hillary Clinton's national 

delegate lead by winning all 

but three counties in a 57-43 

statewide rout.  Clinton 

carried only Milwaukee, Polk 

and Buffalo counties -- while 

Cruz appeared to win the 

lion's share of the state's 

congressional district 

delegates by nailing down 

the heavily-populated 

southeast quarter of the 

Badger State.  Donald Trump 

won most of the rest of the 

state's Republican delegates 

-- but C-N-N says Trump 

could still come up short of 

the numbers needed to 

capture the G-O-P 

nomination, even if he wins 



upcoming contests in the 

Northeast and California.  

John Kasich, who says he 

could win at a brokered 

convention, was a distant 

third here. 

More than 70 Wisconsin 

school building and tax 

increase referendums were 

decided, including Antigo 

saying no for the fourth time.   

Wisconsin's last alcohol-free 

community will soon lose 

that distinction. Voters in the 

Door County village of 

Ephraim decided yesterday 

to let stores sell beer and 

restaurants sell wine. The 

vote was 127-to-98 to allow 

the beer sales, and 152-to-73 

to let diners enjoy wine with 

their meals. Ephraim has 

been dry since its founding 

in 1853 -- and voters said no 

two previous times to ending 

that ban. Ephraim has about 

300 residents, and is located 

on the west edge of the 

Door Peninsula between Fish 



Creek and Sister Bay. 
 

  
Voter turnout in state very 
good  News 4/7/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 The number of voters who 

turned out in Wisconsin’s 

presidential primary appears 

to have far exceeded 

expectations.  The state 

Government Accountability 

Board anticipated about 40 

percent of the state’s voting 

age population would cast 

ballots in Tuesday’s election.  

The agency said yesterday 

unofficial returns show the 

actual number was closer to 

47.35 percent, with about 

2.1 million votes cast in the 

presidential races.  If the 

figure holds up, it would 

mean Wisconsin saw its 

highest turnout for a primary 

since 1972. 

Administrators and the 

Antigo School Board 

believed they had a good 

compromise in reworking the 

elementary schools in the 

district and asking voters to 



approve a nearly $26-million 

referendum to fund it.  For 

the fourth time voters said 

no.  Now, work begins to trim 

more money out of the 

budget as costs increase 

and state aid doesn’t.  

Officials say the mission of 

the district doesn’t change, 

just the approach as they 

now work on new plans 

moving forward.   
 

Fire destroyed a machine 

shop near Merrill yesterday 

afternoon and investigators 

are looking for the cause.  

Several departments were 

dispatched to the 

VanDerGeest Farms on Hwy 

A in the town of Hamburg 

shortly after 3:00 and arrived 

with the building engulfed in 

flames, belching thick, black 

smoke.  The highway was 

closed several hours out of 

concern for a 500-gallon 

diesel fuel tank that was 



nearby.    

The new superintendent of 

the Lincoln Hills/Copper Lake 

youth prison has resigned.  

Wayne Olson was 

appointed in January to 

take over the embattled 

facility, in the middle of a 

federal and state 

investigation.   

 

 Semi truck crash near 
Hayward 
 News 4/7/16 12p,5p 1:30 

 The head of the U-W System 

scrapped a plan to have all 

chancellors tell the Board of 

Regents how they've been 

hurt by the state's latest 

budget cuts.  The Board is 

meeting today in Green Bay 

and university president Ray 

Cross reportedly cut a dress 

rehearsal short last Friday. 

Cross says the leaders of the 

26 campuses would have 

had five minutes each to 

explain the impacts of the 

two-year, 250-million dollar 

state cut in U-W funding 



imposed by the G-O-P 

governor and Legislature.  

But Cross said he cut the 

rehearsal short after realizing 

the chancellors needed 

more time -- and he did not 

want the U-W to be criticized 

for being "overly dramatic" 

about the budget cuts.  

A semi truck crashed, spilling 

its load of flooring onto Hwy 

63 near Hayward yesterday 

morning.  More than 900 

sheets covered the hwy by 

Little Hayward road about 

7:00, closing both lanes for 

hours.   

Eleven more Wisconsin 

places have overwhelmingly 

voted to change the U-S 

Constitution to stop letting 

companies spend unlimited 

funds on election 

campaigns. The group 

"United to Amend" has been 

getting cities and towns to 

ask voters whether the 2010 

U-S Supreme Court "Citizens 

United" decision should be 



overturned. Voters in Beloit, 

Janesville, Monroe, 

Platteville, New London, 

Lancaster, Darlington, 

Brodhead, Belmont, York, 

and Clarno supported the 

change. Jim Crist of United-

to-Amend says the 

Constitution should be 

amended to make clear 

that corporations are not 

persons, and their money 

should not be legally 

interpreted as free speech. 

Seventy-two Wisconsin 

communities have now 

endorsed the proposed 

amendment. 
 

  
Land O Lakes man faces 
drug charges News  4/8/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 A Land o’ Lakes man faces 

drug charges after police 

discovered a meth lab in his 

home.  47-year old Kevin 

Mauzer is free on a signature 

bond after an informant 

tipped the Vilas County 

Sheriff’s Department and 

they executed a search 

warrant.  He’s due in court 

May 24th.   



A lawsuit challenging 

Wisconsin’s 2011 legislative 

redistricting is headed to 

trial.  Several 

Democrats sued last July 

over the maps drawn by the 

Republican-controlled 

Legislature, which they 

argued were 

gerrymandered by the GOP 

to benefit the party in future 

elections.  A three-judge 

panel yesterday denied a 

state motion to dismiss the 

lawsuit, saying the case 

should be decided after a 

trial has been held. 

The top government official 

in Outagamie County is 

running for Congress.  

County executive Tom 

Nelson announced 

yesterday he’s  running for 

the 8th Congressional District 

seat currently held by 

Republican U.S. 

Representative Reid Ribble, 

who is not seeking another 

http://www.wrn.com/2015/07/wisconsin-democrats-file-redistricting-challenge/
http://www.wrn.com/2015/07/wisconsin-democrats-file-redistricting-challenge/


term next November.  

Nelson, former Democratic 

leader in the state 

Assembly who also ran for Lt. 

Governor in 2010, has spent 

the past five years in a non-

partisan office - something 

he says would be helpful in 

Washington.  

The Wisconsin Army National 

Guard named its first woman 

general. Colonel Joane 

Mathews was promoted to 

brigadier general this week.  

Mathews is a member of the 

Lac du Flambeau Chippewa 

tribe and grew up in 

Minocqua.  She followed in 

the footsteps of her uncles, 

dad and brother and joined 

the National Guard in 1997, 

but credits her lengthy list of 

accomplishments to her 

family and co-workers.  

 

  
States largest newspaper 
gets new owner News 4/8/16 12p,5p 1:30 

  It might be a while before 

new limits are imposed at 

eight shooting ranges 



owned by the Wisconsin D-

N-R.  The state Natural 

Resources Board was 

scheduled to consider the 

guidelines next week, but a 

spokesman says the matter 

will be delayed after a 

number of people 

complained.  The proposed 

changes included bans on 

alcohol, automatic 

weapons, and exploding 

targets -- and shooters 

would have had to unload 

their weapons when not on 

the firing lines.  Critics say 

that last rule might have 

violated privileges given to 

those with state concealed 

weapons' permits.  D-N-R 

staffers will spend the next 

several weeks on revisions, 

while getting more public 

input and conducting more 

analysis -- and they promise 

a "solid, crystal-clear" set of 

changes for a future board 

meeting. 

Wisconsin's largest 



newspaper gets a new 

owner today.  The U-S 

Justice Department 

approved Gannett's 280-

million dollar acquisition of 

the Journal Media Group, 

which publishes the 

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel 

and 14 other daily papers 

and affiliated websites.  

Gannett is based in 

suburban Washington D-C 

and it owns U-S-A Today and 

92 other daily outlets -- 

including six in the Fox Valley 

and east central Wisconsin 

and four in the Wausau 

area.  They're now called 

the U-S-A Today Network 

and the Milwaukee paper 

will become a part of that.  

Among other things, 

Gannett and the Journal 

Sentinel have had their own 

state government and 

investigative news coverage 

in the past, while competing 

for the highly-popular Green 

Bay Packers' news -- and 



now both will be under the 

same corporate umbrella. 
 

  
Boating accident kills 
Rhinelander man News 4/11/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 A boating accident early 

yesterday morning killed a 

Rhinelander Man.  25-year 

old Kyle Holquist and 23-year 

old Andrew Berrell were 

kayaking about 3am in the 

Trails End Loop area of Pine 

Lake when they went in.  

Berrell was able to get out of 

the cold water and was 

taken to St. Mary’s Hospital.  

The Oneida County Dive 

Team along with volunteers 

from the Newbold and Pine 

Lake Fire departments 

began the search for 

Holquist.  He was found in 

the backwaters of Boom 

Lake about 11:30.  

House Speaker Paul Ryan is 

being challenged in the 

Republican primary.  Forty-six 

year-old Delavan 

businessman Paul Nehlen 

says he once volunteered 

for the Janesville Republican 

but now criticizes Ryan over 



his support for international 

trade deals and for 

receiving the majority of his 

campaign funding from 

outside the 1st Congressional 

District.  Nehlen, who will 

face Ryan in the August 9 

primary, filed his campaign 

papers April 1 and launched 

his campaign Saturday. 

 Work on the Bearskin Trail 

bridge in Hazelhurst begins 

today, well ahead of 

schedule.  The $1.2 million 

project will replace the 

aging yet iconic bridge that 

welcomes people headed 

north on Hwy 51 to T-Bird 

Country.  The work had been 

set to begin next month.  

Traffic detours are expected 

to take place at night as the 

girders are set for the new 

bridge, which will be in 

place before the old one is 

removed.  Signed detours 

will include rerouting traffic 

to highways 8 and 47.  The 



work is expected to be 

complete by October.   

 

  
Stormy day in Wisconsin 
history News 4/11/16 12p,5p 1:30 

  It was five years ago 

yesterday when eleven 

tornadoes touched down in 

Wisconsin, a one-day record 

for April.  Small towns and 

rural areas were hardest hit 

like Merrill, where 65 homes 

were destroyed. Jim 

Swendrzysnki remembers his 

house crumbling above his 

family as they were going 

down to their basement -- 

and he had to push a wall to 

get them to escape. You'll 

hear a lot about tornadoes 

this week, because it's 

Tornado Awareness Week in 

Wisconsin.  The state 

averages 23 tornadoes 

each year -- and both 

businesses and residents will 

get a chance to test their 

safety procedures when the 

usual Thursday afternoon 

mock-tornado warning is 



issued, plus a similar night-

time exercise for the first 

time. 

A train operator hit the 

brakes too fast, causing last 

November's derailment in 

which 20-thousand gallons 

of ethanol spilled into the 

Mississippi River.  The 

Burlington Northern-Santa Fe 

railroad investigated the 

mishap from last November 

near Alma -- and it recently 

submitted its findings to the 

federal government.  The 

report says the 112-car 

southbound train was going 

26-miles per hour when it 

jumped the tracks and five 

cars leaked ethanol into the 

Mississippi. No one was hurt 

and the B-N-S-F says there 

was two-point-one million 

dollars in damage to its 

tracks and equipment.  The 

derailment was one of two in 

Wisconsin on the same 

weekend, as 500 gallons of 

crude oil were spilled in the 



other mishap at Watertown -

- and it spurred numerous 

calls by politicians to pass 

tougher regulations on trains 

carrying North Dakota crude 

and other chemicals. 
 

  
Gov. Walker signs anti 
violence domestic bills  News 4/12/16 6a,7a,8a  1:30 

 One of nine anti-domestic 

violence bills Governor Scott 

Walker signed yesterday 

would give confidential 

mailing addresses to 

victims…increasing the 

chances their attackers 

could not find them.  Under 

the bill, women who request 

the confidentiality would get 

a fake publicly known 

address assigned by the 

state justice department.  

The measure passed both 

houses on voice votes.  

Another bill gives the clerk of 

court responsibility of 

forwarding a temporary 

restraining order and other 

orders to the sheriff’s office 

electronically.  Law 

enforcement can then use 

an automated victim 



notification system to inform 

the victim the order was 

served.  In the past such 

orders had to be physically 

delivered. 

In other news, governor 

walker said talk of him being 

a potential running mate to 

Donald Trump is “shocking”.   

Wisconsin Attorney General 

Brad Schimel says state 

attorneys plan to seek a stay 

of a ruling striking down 

Wisconsin’s right to work law 

as soon as a judge enters a 

formal order solidifying the 

decision.  Schimel said 

yesterday the department of 

justice wants the law to 

remain in place while an 

appeal is pending.  He said 

the agency is still reviewing 

whether to ask the state 

supreme court to take the 

case directly or work through 

the appellate courts.  

Conservative leaning justices 

control the high court, 

increasing the likelihood the 



law would be upheld.  The 

unions expect to submit a 

proposed final order to the 

court today.  Schimel added 

it’s unclear whether the 

ruling applies to all unions or 

just the three that 

challenged the law.   
 

  
Ministry Medical opens 
new location  News 4/12/16 12p,5p 1:30 

 Problems at the state's 

juvenile facility have not 

stopped Milwaukee judges 

from sending convicted 

teens there at the same rate 

as before.  Milwaukee 

County Circuit Judge David 

Swanson said during a panel 

discussion yesterday the 

courts have no other choice 

-- and they're now sending 

teen convicts to Lincoln Hills 

knowing that in Swanson's 

words, "the services are 

completely inadequate."  

Federal officials are 

investigating alleged abuses 

of young offenders and 

possible civil rights violations 

at Lincoln Hills.  That's after 

two facility directors and a 



state corrections' official 

resigned since late last year, 

when the allegations first 

went public.  Swanson says 

Milwaukee County needs its 

own residential 

programming facility for 

troubled teens -- but there 

are not enough options for it. 

Ministry Medical Group 

opened its new Schofield 

clinic yesterday, in the Metro 

Center Mall.  Services 

include primary care with 

lab services as well as 

behavioral health, a nurse 

case manager and 

employer solution services.   

Lincoln County Sheriff Jeff 

Jaeger warns residents of 

another scam, this one 

targeting WI Public Service 

customers.  Callers are 

saying utilities would be cut 

off unless money is paid by a 

deadline, typically using a 

pre-paid cash card.  WPS 

does not contact individual 

customers for payment and 



asks if you get a call to 

contact local law 

enforcement.   

The Rhinelander and Tourism 

Marketing Committee is 

taking applications for the 

spring disbursement of Room 

Tax Community grants.  

Funding is available for non-

profit community groups 

and organizations.  Last year 

nearly $11,000 was 

awarded.  Information is 

available from the 

Rhinelander Chamber. 
 

  
Plea deal in Drunk driving 
death News 4/13/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 Last November, 21-year 

Randall Lego of Rhinelander 

crashed his pickup while 

driving drunk, killing his 

passenger, 23-year old 

Jacob Juedes.  Yesterday 

he pleaded no contest to 

homicide by intoxicated use 

of a vehicle in a plea deal 

and will avoid trial.  He 

remains free on a $10,000 

signature bond and is 

scheduled for sentencing 

July first in Oneida County 



Circuit Court. 

 

New EPA and DNR standards 

for air pollution will impact 

the Expera Specialty 

Solutions operation in 

Rhinelander.  In an effort to 

reduce sulfur dioxide 

emissions, the height of one 

of its smoke stacks will be 

raised from 209 to 296 feet.  

The $3-million dollar project 

has already been approved 

by the city and work should 

be completed by fall.   

 

Thousands of people on 

Wausau’s west side were 

without power early this 

morning.  WPS reports nearly 

3800 people were affected 

when a feeder line or fuse 

failed, possibly from freezing 

rain.   

 

House Speaker Paul Ryan will 

serve as the chair of this 

summer’s Republican 

National Convention in 



Cleveland.  And that’shas 

close to the proceedings as 

he wants to get.  The 

Wisconsin Congressman says 

he will not accept the GOP’s 

presidential nomination if 

there’s no clear delegate 

winner by that time.  At a 

press conference yesterday 

he said, “I do not want, nor 

will I accept the nomination 

for our party”.  

 

A recount today will 

determine the winner of the 

county board supervisor’s 

race in the 19th district that 

includes the Town of Lynne 

and wards 5 & 6 in 

Minocqua.  Incumbent Lisa 

Zunker received 305 votes to 

challenger Jeffry Vollmer’s 

306.   
 

  
State voting I.D. law will 
stay in place  News 4/13/16 12p,5p 1:30 

 Wisconsin's photo I-D law for 

voting will stay in place, but 

a federal judge has been 

told to consider exceptions 

for those who find it hard to 

obtain I-Ds. Yesterday, a 



three-judge panel on the 

federal appeals court in 

Chicago told Milwaukee 

District Judge Lynn Adelman 

to consider exemptions for 

those who cannot get birth 

certificates -- cannot correct 

errors on their those 

certificates -- or cannot 

obtain Social Security cards.  

The A-C-L-U tried throwing 

out the I-D law based on 

those exceptions, but the  

appeals court previously 

found it to be constitutional.  

Still, Judge Frank Easterbrook 

wrote exceptions are 

possible because the right is 

vote is "personal, and is not 

defeated by the fact that 

99-percent of other people 

can secure the necessary 

credentials easily." 

 Eleven Republican 

governors, including 

Wisconsin's Scott Walker, 

asked federal officials to let 

states require drug tests to 

get food stamps.  In a letter 



to congressional leaders, the 

governors say they believe 

they can mandate the drug 

tests under Bill Clinton's 

Welfare Reform Act of 1996 -

- but they want to confirm 

the authority in the face of 

new federal opposition.  

Wisconsin filed suit over the 

issue last year and a bill in 

Congress would clarify the 

state's ability to require the 

screenings.  Walker says 

public assistance programs 

often include some type of 

job training -- and passing 

drug tests would make it 

easier for those people to 

find employment and leave 

welfare.  Opponents say 

blanket drug testing for food 

stamps violates the 

constitution -- and others 

question how effective the 

mandates are. 
 

  
Local men on trial  News 4/14/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 State prosecutors sought a 

gag order for a case 

involving two St. Germain 

brothers charged with 



securities fraud.  Brian and 

David Eliason were in Vilas 

County Court yesterday 

when Judge Leon Stenz 

denied that request, saying 

there’s always a risk of 

pretrial publicity but a fair 

trial is possible.  The two face 

10 felony counts after 31 

people lost millions from 

investments made in 2008 

when the economy 

collapsed.  The state 

contends they didn’t tell 

them about the risks 

involved.  The two are free 

on $10,000 signature bonds 

and are back in court in 

August.   

 

SBA Communications and 

Verizon Wireless are looking 

for permission to put up a 

new tower behind the East 

Pointe Center Mall in 

Rhinelander.  The city 

planning commission will 

review the application next 

week.  Plans are to build a 



105 foot monopole tower, 

similar to the AT&T tower 

downtown.    

 

Incumbent Republican 7th 

district Congressman Sean 

Duffy is being challenged for 

his seat.  Democrat Phil 

Salamone of Rothschild, a 

former labor representative, 

made the announcement 

yesterday.  Salamone 

worked AFSCME and the 

AFL-CIO in Northern 

Wisconsin for more than 20 

years and says his key issues 

are social security, 

affordable education and 

broadband access.  Duffy’s 

been in Congress since 2012.   

The district stretches from 

Wausau to Superior. 
 

An overwhelming majority of 

voters attending the spring 

Wisconsin Conservation 

Congress hearings in 

Wisconsin this week want 

changes to the state’s iron 



mining law repealed.  The 

controversial 2013 law eased 

the state permitting process 

for mining.  Other discussion 

included overnight 

placement of deer stands 

and using non-toxic fishing 

tackle on state property. 

 

  
State senator Tiffany 
announces he’s running 
for re-election  News 4/1/4/16 12p,5p 1:30 

 One person in Illinois died 

from the same strain of the 

Elizabeth-Kingia bacteria 

linked to as many as 19 

deaths in Wisconsin.  Officials 

gave no details of Tuesday's 

death, which comes after 

one person in neighboring 

Michigan died in March from 

the same bacterial strain. 

Wisconsin health officials 

reported no new Elizabeth-

Kingia cases in their weekly 

update yesterday -- with the 

total still at 59 confirmed 

cases and four possible since 

last November.   

 It has been almost 15 years 

since the first Wisconsin deer 



died from chronic wasting 

disease -- and despite past 

efforts to eliminate it, the 

fatal brain disorder seems 

more prevalent than ever.  

The D-N-R found nine-

percent of the 31-hundred 

deer tested in 2015 had C-

W-D, the highest prevalence 

in positive samples since it 

arrived in the state in 2002.  

For years, the disease was 

limited to southern Wisconsin 

-- but now, more than half of 

the state's 72 counties have 

been affected and 

lawmakers have asked 

Governor Scott Walker to 

recognize the threat C-W-D 

has on Wisconsin's billion-

dollar hunting industry -- and 

to work with the D-N-R to 

create a comprehensive 

plan to curb the increase.   

State Senator Tom Tiffany 

announced today he’s 

running for re-election.  The 

Hazelhurst Republican has 

represented the 12th Senate 



District since 2012 after 

leaving the state assembly.  

He said he made three 

commitments, to pass a 

balanced budget, not raise 

taxes and reform the DNR 

and accomplished them but 

there’s more to do.  He 

faces a challenge from 

Democrat Dave Polashek of 

Oconto Falls.   
 

  
Gov. Walker visited 
Rhinelander yesterday News 4/15/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 Governor Scott Walker was 

in Rhinelander yesterday, 

signing a bill making 

changes to the Managed 

Forest Law Program.  

Northwoods lawmakers Jeff 

Mursau of Crivitz and Tom 

Tiffany of Hazelhurst worked 

four years on the measure 

that protects the private 

woodland owner, allocates 

millions of dollars back to 

local government, 

guarantees the public has 

access to open land and 

ensures the timber industry 

will keep a steady supply of 

timber to the state’s mills.   



Walker meanwhile will join 

U.S. Sen. Ron Johnson as he 

makes campaign stops 

around Wisconsin this 

weekend.  Johnson and 

Walker, both Republicans, 

will appear in Wisconsin 

Rapids, Clinton, and 

Kimberly tomorrow.  The trip 

marks Johnson's first major 

campaign swing through the 

state as he tries to fend off a 

challenge from former 

Democratic U.S. Senator Russ 

Feingold in a rematch of 

their 2010 race.  

 

Wisconsin Public Service 

ends its winter moratorium 

on power bills today.  The 

utility is required by law to 

maintain power and heat to 

customers, even if they’re 

behind on the payments.  A 

spokesperson said people 

have been notified of the 

cutoff date and should be 

aware of scams asking for 

payment over the phone.   



Marathon County’s Humane 

Society got a booster shot of 

its own yesterday with some 

financial support.  Kocourek 

Subaru donated over 

$25,000 to the organization, 

saying they want animals to 

have houses and just have a 

good life.  The dealership 

wanted to help a local 

organization and their 

customers picked the 

Humane Society.  The 

money will help with 

vaccinations, medications, 

spaying and neutering.   
 

 
Job growth in the state 
strong News 4/15/16 12p,5p 1:30 

A Marquette economist says 

Wisconsin's job growth is 

strong right now, but not for 

higher-paying jobs like 

manufacturing and 

computer technology.  State 

officials announced a four-

point-five percent statewide 

unemployment rate for 

March -- down one-tenth-of-

one-percent from February 

and one-half percent lower 

than the national figure.  



Analysts say the new jobs 

are being fueled by the 

lower-paid service and 

hospitality sectors and wage 

growth remains "relatively 

flat."  

A national report says only 

one start-up business in 

Wisconsin raised venture 

capital from investors so far 

this year.  Madison Vaccines 

received one-point-five 

million dollars to create 

therapies for prostate 

cancer, according to the 

Money-Tree report from the 

National Venture Capital 

Association and Price-

Waterhouse-Coopers.  It says 

Wisconsin is off to its slowest 

start since 2005 in raising 

venture capital.  The state's 

Technology Council has 

larger figures showing 28 

start-ups attracted almost 

46-million dollars in venture 

capital from January-

through-March -- but at least 

some of those investments 



were reportedly too small to 

meet the criteria in the 

national study.  That would 

put Wisconsin on an annual 

pace to raise more than 100-

million dollars for the first time 

since before 2000. 

A dozen finalists are looking 

for votes to grace the cover 

of the 2017 Wisconsin 

Lodging Directory, and only 

one of them is in the North.  

In fact, Brekke’s Fireside 

Resort in Rhinelander is the 

only business north of Hwy 29 

to make the cut.  The family 

owned and operated resort 

on the shores of Lake 

George has been in business 

over 45 years.  Online voting 

is open until April 26th at 

wisconsinlodging.org.   
 

 
Fire danger across the 
state running high  News 4/18/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

The fire danger across the 

state runs from high to very 

high, prompting a burning 

ban until further notice.  

Officials stress this is the time 

of year for extreme dryness 

and while burning permits 



are suspended, campfires 

and grilling are permitted 

but people are asked to use 

caution.  As of Friday the 

DNR reported 132 wildfires, 

averaging a little more than 

an acre apiece.  Central 

and southwest Wisconsin 

reported the most fires.  

Several grass fires were 

reported across the North 

including one in the Boulder 

Junction area.  The 

weekend was the warmest 

for April since 2013 as 

temperatures jumped into 

the 80s in many areas.  After 

today forecasters say things 

will return to more normal 

mid-to-upper 50 degree 

readings with slight chances 

for showers into Thursday.     

Workers at the Lincoln Hills 

School for boys and Copper 

Lake School for girls have 

been working 16-hour shifts 

because of job vacancies.  

The facilities are the state’s 

youth prison where new 



figures show nearly 30 jobs 

are open among employees 

who guard residents and 

work most closely with them.  

The prison is under a 

sweeping state and federal 

investigation into allegations 

of abuse by staffers.  Officials 

are handling the shortage 

by paying for hotels, meals 

and travel costs to cover 

officers filing in from other 

state prisons. 

The Oneida County Highway 

Commission reminds drivers 

the speed limit on County 

Hwy P is now 45 mph.  

Petitions from home and 

business owners prompted 

the move to drop the limit 

on the road on the city’s 

east side.   
 

Wis. Reports no case of 
the Zika virus 
 News 4/18/16 12p,5p 1:30 

Wisconsin is among a 

handful of states that have 

not reported a case of the 

Zika virus in residents that 

have traveled to the 

Caribbean or Latin America.  

However, state health officer 



Karen McKeown says such a 

case is inevitable, after 

neighboring Minnesota 

reported 12 travel-related 

Zika cases and Illinois ten. 

Mosquitoes carry the virus.  

One of the affected species 

-- the Asian tiger mosquito -- 

is thought to be in southern 

Wisconsin, but U-W Madison 

entomologist Susan 

Paskewitz tells the Wisconsin 

State Journal the chance of 

getting Zika from an insect in 

the Badger State is "close to 

zero."  Federal health officials 

say the virus is more 

dangerous than originally 

thought. 

Michigan State Police are still 

trying to figure out why a 

Hurley man died in a 

weekend kayaking mishap.  

Authorities say 49-year-old 

Clint Mabie was kayaking 

with a group Saturday 

afternoon when he struck his 

head. It happened on the 

Black River close to Narrows 



Creek near Ironwood in 

Gogebic County. 

Eight Great Lakes states 

governors will decide next 

month whether Waukesha 

will be allowed to pull its 

drinking water from Lake 

Michigan.  Eight years ago, 

a group of governors from 

the same eight states 

agreed on a compact to 

ban the practice in order to 

protect the largest source of 

fresh water on the planet.  

Allowing Waukesha to 

access the Great Lakes 

water would open the doors 

for other cities wanting to 

find a good source of 

drinking water.  A meeting 

will be held in Chicago next 

Friday, with the vote taken 

May 23rd. 
 

 
Mosinee boy killed in 
rollover crash News 4/19/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Attorney General Brad 

Schimel filed a motion with 

Dane County Circuit Court 

Judge William Foust seeking 

a stay of Foust’s final order 

enjoining portions of 2015 



Wisconsin Act 1, the right-to-

work law.  The Republican 

attorney general also filed a 

notice of appeal in the 

Wisconsin Court of Appeals, 

District III, asking Judge Foust 

to stay his order to ensure 

the right-to-work law remains 

in effect on appeal.” 

 Schimel said, “Given that 25 

others states have right-to-

work laws and none of those 

have been declared 

unconstitutional, I am 

confident Wisconsin’s law 

will be upheld.   Judge 

Foust issued a 

decision Friday, April 8 in 

which he declared 

Wisconsin’s right-to-work law 

constituted an unlawful 

taking of the unions’ 

property without just 

compensation.  A week 

later, Foust issued a final 

order in which he enjoined 

certain parts of the law. 

A 16-year old Mosinee boy 

https://www.doj.state.wi.us/news-releases/ag-schimel-appeals-right-work-decision-seeks-stay-judge%E2%80%99s-order
http://www.wrn.com/2016/04/dane-county-judge-strikes-down-wisconsin-right-to-work-law/
http://www.wrn.com/2016/04/dane-county-judge-strikes-down-wisconsin-right-to-work-law/


was killed in a rollover crash 

in Kronenwetter over the 

weekend.  The teen lost 

control of the car, swerving 

into the ditch and back onto 

Hwy X just north of Forest 

Road when it flipped.  Four 

others escaped serious 

injuries.   

Wisconsin gasoline prices are 

about eight cents higher per 

gallon than last week.  Triple-

A reports a statewide 

average of two dollars and 

ten cents per gallon of 

regular unleaded, almost 12 

cents more than a month 

ago, but still 29 cents 

cheaper than the middle of 

April last year.  Insiders 

blame a sudden increase in 

the price of crude oil, 

connected with reports of a 

possible freeze in foreign oil 

production. 

 

 
Ministry Medical 
expanding it’s service this News 4/19/16 12p,5p 1:30 

Ministry Spirit Medical 

Transportation is expanding 



summer services this summer in 

Woodruff by adding a new 

ambulance and extending 

coverage hours.  The new 

vehicle and critical care 

transport team are 

expected to enhance 

emergency services in the 

Howard Young service area.  

The ambulance is actually a 

mobile intensive care unit 

with life saving equipment 

you’d expect to find in an 

emergency room, critical at 

times of crisis.  Ministry Health 

Care is also adding a new 

ambulance at Ministry St. 

Michael’s Hospital in Stevens 

Point and will be replacing 

three more in its current 

Ministry fleet in June. 

Six Wisconsin delegates to 

the Republican National 

Convention must vote for 

Donald Trump, but at least 

some won't like it.  Trump 

didn’t do much to get his 

own supporters chosen as 

convention delegates -- so 



those he did carry in the 

primary will be long-time G-

O-P volunteers and regulars.  

Third District party chairman 

Brian Westrate says none of 

his three delegates and 

three alternates appear to 

have voted for Trump.  And 

that could be a problem for 

Trump if more than one 

ballot is needed to elect a 

nominee.  Wisconsin 

delegates must stick with 

their candidates until they're 

either released by those 

hopefuls -- or they get less 

than one third of the vote on 

any ballot. 

Wisconsin farmers are 

making more progress as 

they get ready to plant their 

crops for the year. The U-S-D-

A shows almost four days 

were suitable for field work 

last week, much more than 

the one day available for 

work the previous week.  
 

 
Standoff in the town of 
Lynne News 4/20/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

One man was shot and two 

arrested after a standoff in 



the Town of Lynne 

yesterday.  Just before 11:30 

a woman called 911 

reporting a shooting and a 

man was threatening to 

blow up a house on Clifford 

Road if anyone came near.  

Nearly a dozen agencies 

responded to the scene in 

western Oneida County.  

The arrests were made 

several hours later and the 

man taken to St. Mary’s 

Hospital in Rhinelander for 

treatment.  Circumstances 

surrounding the incident and 

the identities of those in 

custody are not yet known.   

 

Child welfare agencies are 

now required to report 

missing children to local law 

enforcement faster.  

Governor Scott Walker 

signed the new law in 

Wausau yesterday.  The 

Department of Corrections, 

Department of Children and 

Families and county social 



services will now report a 

missing child within eight 

hours to law enforcement 

and the Center for Missing 

and Exploited Children.  

Walker traveled to several 

cities, signing legislation 

dealing with child and victim 

protection.   

 

Walker meanwhile says 

Republicans won't have a 

candidate by July and 

expects an open 

convention this summer.  

Walker says the trend is 

breaking in Ted Cruz's favor, 

even as G-O-P frontrunner 

Donald Trump won big in 

New York yesterday.   Walker 

endorsed Cruz prior to the 

Wisconsin Primary, Which 

Cruz won by 13 percent over 

Trump. 

 

The Merrill School Board 

meets tonight in closed 

session to discuss a 

personnel issue that has 



superintendent Wally Leipart 

and assistant superintendent 

Michele Jahnke on paid 

administrative leave, 

effective yesterday.  No 

other information is 

available.     
 

 
Nothing new in the 
shooting yesterday News 4/20/16 12p,5p 1:30 

Nothing new on the standoff 

yesterday near Tripoli where 

one man was shot.  He was 

one of two people arrested 

following the incident in the 

Town of Lynne where a 911 

call reported the shooting 

and that a man was going 

to blow up a house.  Officials 

said the injury is not life 

threatening and alcohol was 

a factor.   

 The Wisconsin Justice 

Department ended the John 

Doe probe into the Lincoln 

Hills juvenile prison as two 

federal investigations 

continue. A judge in Lincoln 

County ended the probe 

Monday, as the result of a 

new state law limiting the 

secret John Doe probes in 



which prosecutors can 

subpoena witnesses before 

deciding on possible 

charges.  Majority 

Republicans passed the law 

as they accused Milwaukee 

D-A John Chisholm of going 

too far in investigating 

alleged illegal campaign 

coordination with special 

interest groups in the 2012 

Walker recall election.  The 

law requires John Does to be 

shut down after six months, 

unless a panel of ten judges 

agrees to extend them.  

Officials say there was no 

request to extend the 

Lincoln Hills probe, as federal 

investigators keep looking 

into alleged inmate abuse 

and civil rights violations. 

Nearly $38-million will be 

shared by public school 

districts across the state for 

library aid.  The Common 

School Funds are the only 

state dollars specifically for 

materials for school libraries.  



Rhinelander will pick up over 

$104,000, Lakeland just over 

$36,000, Northland Pines 

nearly $48,000, Merrill over 

$117,000 and Tomahawk 

almost $49,000.  Most area 

schools will receive a 

payment next week. 
 

 
News on the standoff in 
Tripoli  News 4/21/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

The preliminary investigation 

of that armed standoff 

Tuesday near Tripolii found 

60-year old Kenneth Welsh 

and his wife, 59-year old 

Mary Butler got into a fight 

and she allegedly shot him in 

self defense.  He was struck 

in the arm.  As she left the 

home on Clifford Road 

Welsh fired a weapon at the 

vehicle, striking the 

windshield.  She was not hurt 

and called 911 reporting the 

shooting and that he 

threatened to blow up the 

house.  When authorities 

arrived, Welsh was sitting on 

the porch with a firearm 

aimed at officers.  After 

repeated attempts to get 



him to drop the weapon, 

bean bag rounds were used 

to subdue him.  When 

Oneida County deputies 

entered the home they 

discovered propane gas 

was on and found numerous 

loaded guns.  Both were 

arrested with Welsh facing 

charges of first degree 

homicide.  Butler was 

released.   

The Town of Rib Mountain 

gave Ghidorzi Construction 

of Wausau the regulatory 

approval necessary to 

proceed with the Hilton 

Garden Inn project.  The 107-

room hotel will feature 5900 

square feet of conference 

space and include an event 

room with a 300 person 

capacity.  Sitting on the site 

of the old Howard Johnson’s 

the hotel is expected to 

open next year.   

For the third time in two 

years, Wisconsin high schools 

rejected a competitive 



equity plan to make 

perennial state tournament 

participants compete in a 

higher division.  At the WIAA 

annual meeting yesterday, 

the so-called “success 

factor” measure was 

debated and schools will 

receive results of a survey on 

it this fall.   
 

 
Russ Feingold leads in 
recent polls  News 4/21/16 12p,5p 1:30 

Wisconsin reports no new 

cases or deaths from the 

Elizabethkingia bacteria in 

the past week.  The Badger 

State still has 19 deaths and 

59 confirmed cases 

stemming from the 

bacteria's presence, mostly 

in senior citizens who also 

had other underlying health 

issues -- and it's still not 

known whether the bacteria 

caused many of those 

deaths.  

A new Wisconsin poll gives 

Democrat Russ Feingold a 

ten point lead as he tries to 

take his old U-S Senate seat 

back from Republican 



incumbent Ron Johnson.  

The Saint Norbert 

College/Wisconsin Public 

Radio survey has Feingold 

leading Johnson 51 to 41 

percent among  registered 

voters questioned week.  The 

most recent Marquette poll 

has Feingold leading 

Johnson by five points.  That 

spurred new T-V ads on 

behalf of each of the 

candidates.  Johnson's 

approval rating in the new 

Saint Norbert poll rose four 

points from last fall to 42 

percent. 

Governor Scott Walker gives 

his most definitive sign yet 

he'll seek re-election in 2018.  

The Republican Walker says 

he's "inclined" to run for a 

third four-year term "without 

a doubt" -- but he won't 

make his final decision until 

next year.  Walker has been 

traveling the state signing 

bills and promoting G-O-P 

accomplishments, as he tries 



to reconnect with the state 

after his failed presidential 

bid last year.  

What Donald Trump wants 

appears to be much easier 

said than done, when it 

comes to the deporting of 

illegal immigrants.  The U-S 

Immigration Court in 

Chicago, which handles 

Wisconsin cases, takes an 

average of three years to 

handle each one. 
 

 
State of emergency in the 
state declared due to high 
fire hazards News 4/22/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Gov. Scott Walker declared 

a state of emergency due to 

elevated wildfire conditions 

across the state.  The order 

calls on all state agencies to 

help as they can with wildfire 

response and recovery 

efforts and allows Wisconsin 

National Guard leaders to 

activate units as necessary 

to help.  The fire danger is 

“high” in ten counties in 

northeastern Wisconsin and 

the state has been 

experiencing abnormally dry 

conditions with high winds, 



low humidity and drought 

conditions.   

 

Several charges were levied 

against the man who held 

officials at bay several hours 

earlier this week, threatening 

to blow up his house.  60-

year old Kenneth Welsh of 

Tripoli is in the Oneida 

County jail on $100,000 cash 

bond, charged with first 

degree intentional 

homicide, first degree 

reckless injury, battery and 

using a firearm while 

intoxicated.  The incident 

happened late Tuesday 

morning after an argument 

with his wife, 59-year old 

Mary Butler, where she 

ended up shooting him in 

the arm and calling 911 to 

report it.  When she 

attempted to leave, he fired 

at her, striking the 

windshield.  She was not 

hurt.  He’s back in court on 

Monday.   



 

A new cell tower is one 

meeting away from going 

up in Rhinelander.  Verizon 

asked the city for permission 

to put up the 106-foot 

structure behind the East 

Pointe Center mall to 

increase phone service.  

Initial plans were approved 

by the planning commission 

and now the city council has 

the final say at their meeting 

next month.  Company 

officials say the tower could 

be operational by fall.   
 

 
Wis voter I.D. laws back in 
the news News 4/22/16 12p,5p 1:30 

 U-S House Democrat Ron 

Kind wants the state's 

attorney general to 

investigate recent claims 

Wisconsin's voter I-D law was 

designed to prevent certain 

groups from voting. In a 

statement yesterday, Kind -- 

a former La Crosse County 

prosecutor -- cited recent 

comments from 

Republicans, including 

Glenn Grothman of 



Campbellsport, who says the 

state's photo I-D voter law 

could help Wisconsin 

endorse the G-O-P 

presidential nominee for the 

first time since 1984.  Kind 

also refers to a recent report 

in which former Senate G-O-

P aide Todd Allbaugh notes 

that several Republican 

senators felt the law had the 

potential to suppress minority 

voting.  Kind says the 

comments expose a "serious 

issue" that needs 

investigating, but the state 

Justice Department is not 

commenting. 

The largest bank based in 

Wisconsin reports an eleven 

percent drop in its quarterly 

profits.  The parent firm of 

Green Bay's Associated Bank 

says it added 20-million 

dollars to its reserves to 

cover losses from possible 

bad loans to firms in the oil 

and gas industry, which has 

been affected by cuts in 



market prices.  C-E-O Philip 

Flynn says the bank would 

have had a strong quarter if 

it was not for those 

concerns.  

The state's job creation 

agency is taking a close look 

at the amount of tax breaks 

it gives businesses for adding 

workers. At a board meeting 

yesterday, C-E-O Mark 

Hogan said the Wisconsin 

Economic Development 

Corporation awarded tax 

credits since 2007 that were 

based on faulty calculations.  

The board discussed the 

matter further in a closed 

session, and Hogan did not 

elaborate afterward.  
 

 
School in session this 
morning after a weekend 
shooting in Antigo News 4/25/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

School is in session in Antigo 

this morning after a former 

student shot two others at 

the prom Saturday night.  18-

year old Jakob Wagner was 

killed by police who were 

providing security for the 

event and returned fire after 

hearing gunshots.  The girl 



was treated and released 

after being grazed by a 

bullet while the boy was 

operated on for a leg 

wound and is also home.  

Wagner showed up at the 

school with a rifle around 

11:00 and authorities said 

the shooting were random 

acts. Several agencies and 

surrounding school districts 

are providing crisis 

counselors to help students 

and staff cope with the 

trauma.   

Employees at Foster and 

Smith in Rhinelander 

reported a skid steer on fire 

behind the building 

yesterday afternoon.  City 

firefighters arrived about 2:00 

to find the unit ablaze, only 

six feet from the building but 

were able to extinguish it 

quickly.  The machine wasn’t 

in operation and the time 

and the cause that 

destroyed it is unknown. 

The Centers for Disease 



Control and the Food and 

Drug Administration have 

released data showing that 

e-cigarette usage is on the 

rise and replacing cigarette 

usage for high school 

students.  From 2011 to 2015, 

e-cigarette usage jumped 

from 1.5 percent to 16 

percent among the high 

school-age population.  

Central Wisconsin Tobacco 

Free Coalition coordinator 

Destinee Coenen worries 

many of those users think 

they are using a healthier 

product, but she contends 

e-cigarettes are just as much 

a tobacco product as the 

typical cigarette since many 

contain nicotine. 

 

 
Antigo high school 
searched after shooting  News 4/25/16 12p,5p 1:30 

Antigo High School was 

thoroughly searched by law 

enforcement in the wake of 

Saturday night's prom 

shootings and was found 

safe. The school district said 



on its website late yesterday  

"experts" recommended that 

classes resume this morning, 

so students and staffers can 

get support from counselors 

who will be at all the district 

schools.  Police say 18-year-

old Jakob Wagner shot and 

wounded a male and 

female student as they were 

leaving the school late 

Saturday night -- and a 

police officer on patrol 

heard the shots and killed 

the gunman.  Wagner's 

former classmate Emily Fisher 

said he was bullied since 

middle school -- and 

because he showed a keen 

interest in guns, she and her 

classmates assumed in her 

words, "If someone was 

going to shoot the school, 

we thought it was going to 

be him."  He graduated from 

Antigo last year.  The state 

Justice Department is 

investigating. 

A 1998 cold case 



investigation in Portage 

County got new life.  The 

Sheriff’s office reported this 

morning the human remains 

found at a former wayside 

off Hwy 10 near Amherst are 

those of 36-year old Susan 

Glaser of West Allis.  She had 

been reported missing since 

July of 1995.  Several bones 

were discovered after an 

extensive search of the 

Tomorrow River area along 

with several pieces of 

clothing.   Initially, the bones 

were just confirmed as 

human, but were not linked 

to a particular person, until 

now.  There are no suspects 

and the case is still being 

investigated.  

 

 
Antigo school shooting  News 4/26/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

The Wisconsin Dept of 

Justice has taken the lead 

into the investigation of the 

Antigo Prom shooting 

Saturday night.  Not much 

new information came from 

a news conference 



yesterday with Antigo police 

and the school as people 

search for answers why 18 

year old Jakob Wagner, who 

graduated last year, showed 

up on his bike with a rifle and 

started shooting.  Chief Eric 

Roller said if he’d gotten 

inside the building it would 

have been much more 

difficult to respond.  Wagner 

was shot by an officer in the 

parking lot as he 

approached the building.  

He died three hours later.  

The two victims were not 

seriously hurt.  Governor 

Scott Walker said yesterday 

the government can play a 

role in prevention for 

incidents like this, especially 

through mental health 

programs.  But he said it’s a 

group effort and it starts at 

home.  There had been 

reports Wagner was bullied 

in school but that was not 

confirmed by officials.  

Walker says society needs to 



shift.  He also praised Antigo 

officers for stopping what 

could have been a much 

larger tragedy.   

Rhinelander’s prom is this 

weekend and the Oneida 

County sheriff’s department 

has already made contact 

with the school district 

making sure of their security 

plans.  Captain Terri Hook 

said all law enforcement is 

aware of what happened so 

they’ll be on the alert.  

District Superintendent Kelli 

Jacobi didn’t discuss what, if 

any changes were made to 

existing plans but the school 

will have additional security 

measures this weekend.   
 

 
Parents of Antigo school 
shooter feel confused  News 4/27/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

The family of 18-year old 

Jakob Wagner said in a 

statement yesterday they 

are confused and full of pain 

after the Antigo High School 

graduate shot two students 

at the prom Saturday night.  

Both are okay.  We’ve 

learned Wagner was shot 



multiple times by police 

officer Andy Hopfensberger 

who was patrolling the 

parking lot during the event.  

He’s on paid administrative 

leave, standard procedure 

in police shootings.  Another 

officer at the school during 

the incident, Ryan Bula, is 

also on paid leave.  

Executing a search warrant 

at Wagner’s home Sunday, 

officials found ammunition, 

documents on teen suicide, 

gun sling and other items.  

The investigation into the 

motive for the shooting 

continues.   

Waterfront owners in 

Wisconsin got more leeway 

to build structures under a 

bill signed yesterday.  

Governor Scott Walker 

approved the new rules for 

construction near lakes and 

streams, limiting the types of 

waters with natural resource 

interests where developers 

must meet stricter standards.  



The measure does not allow 

general dredging permits on 

lake beds, a provision taken 

out by the GOP controlled 

Senate in the finals days of 

the recent legislative session.  

  

Governor Scott Walker, his 

wife Tonette and former 

Governor Tommy Thompson 

are among 18 at-large 

delegates who will represent 

Wisconsin at the Republican 

National Convention.  

Lieutenant Governor 

Rebecca Kleefisch, Attorney 

General Brad Schimel, and 

Assembly Speaker Robin Vos 

are also among the at large 

delegates. State G-O-P 

chairman Brad Courtney will 

also join the group.  The 

delegates must vote for Ted 

Cruz in the first round.  
 

 
More news on the Antigo 
school shooting  News 4/27/16 12p,5p 1:30 

The Langlade County 

coroner says the teen who 

shot two students outside the 

Antigo High School prom 

pointed his rifle at the police 



officer who killed him.  Larry 

Shadick says an autopsy 

says the injuries to 18-year-

old Jakob Wagner show he 

was aiming at Antigo officer 

Andrew Hopfensperger 

when the patrolman shot 

back -- and it was consistent 

with the officer's statement 

to investigators.  Shadick 

refused to say how many 

shots the officer fired.  He 

says that and other details 

are for the State Justice 

Department to disclose after 

it completes the 

investigation into Saturday 

night's incident -- in which 

Wagner shot and wounded 

two students who were 

leaving the prom.  

Hopefensperger and fellow 

officer Ryan Bula are both 

on administrative leave. 

Kraft Heinz will start phasing 

out its Oscar Mayer meat 

plant in Madison in June, 

and it now expects to fully 

close by next March. That's 



according to a required 

notice filed with the state 

Department of Workforce 

Development.  Updated 

figures show that 515 union 

workers will lose hourly jobs, 

along with 46 salaried 

employees at the Madison 

plant.  Oscar Mayer and its 

Wienermobile have been 

cultural icons in Wisconsin 

since 1919.  Last November, 

it was reported that many of 

Madison's office employees 

could end up at the Kraft 

Heinz corporate 

headquarters in Chicago -- 

while many of the 700 

factory workers could move 

to a new plant in the Quad 

Cities for which Iowa 

approved tax credits and a 

loan. 
 

 
Murder suicide in Wis. 
Rapids News 4/28/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

A father and his two young 

children are dead following 

what Wisconsin Rapids 

police say is a murder-

suicide early yesterday.  A 

five year old girl, three year 



old boy and a 36-year old 

man were found shot to 

death in their home shortly 

after 2:00 yesterday 

morning.  There was a strong 

odor of natural gas in the 

house when authorities 

arrived.  The mother was not 

at home and officials 

declined to say why.   

Jakob Wagner’s being 

buried today, and possibly 

the motive behind 

Saturday’s shooting at the 

Antigo High School prom 

with him.  The 18-year old 

wounded two students 

leaving the event that night 

before he raised his rifle at a 

police officer, who then shot 

back.  The investigation into 

the incident continues. 

A $29,000 Joint Effort 

Marketing grant will allow 

the Boulder Junction 

Chamber to hold its second 

annual White Deer Triathlon 

next month.  The grant, from 



the Wisconsin Department of 

Tourism, helps the chamber 

in its advertising, marketing 

and public relations 

surrounding the event in an 

effort to draw more visitors to 

the Vilas County 

Community.  The event takes 

place May 21st.   

The NFL draft kicks off tonight 

in Chicago, something the 

Packers would love to host in 

Green Bay, but the city may 

be too small, having only 

half the number of hotel 

rooms as the home of the 

Bears.  Host cities will soon 

be announced for 2017 & 18 

and while Green Bay is not a 

finalist, a team spokesman 

said 2019 would be ideal 

because it’s the team’s 100th 

anniversary.   

 

 
Two Wis. Utilities will not 
raise rates next year News 4/28/16 12p,5p 1:30 

Two Wisconsin utilities will not 

raise electric and natural 

gas rates next year.  We 

Energies and Wisconsin 

Public Service told state 



regulators they will not apply 

for base rate hikes for 2017.  

However, the utilities could 

still pass on higher costs for 

producing their power next 

year -- and they're expected 

to file projections this 

summer.  

In the wake of the drinking 

water crisis in Flint, Wisconsin 

will help its hard pressed 

communities replace lead 

pipes. The D-N-R will provide 

almost 12-million dollars to 

disadvantaged 

communities, to help 

homeowners pay for all or 

parts of their shares to 

replace their older lead 

pipes.  

After a sometimes turbulent 

18 years on the Wisconsin 

Supreme Court, David 

Prosser gets praise from both 

of the court's main factions 

as he announces his 

retirement.  The 73-year-old 

Prosser, a former Republican 

state Assembly speaker, said 



yesterday he would step 

down July 31st midway 

through his current ten year 

term as he ends four 

decades of public service.  

Former Wisconsin Attorney 

General J-B Van Hollen is 

among those being 

speculated as a 

replacement. 

Area police and sheriff’s 

departments, in cooperation 

with the Wisconsin Dept of 

Justice, will offer another 

prescription drug take back 

day this Saturday from 10-2.  

The goal of the event is to 

provide a safe, convenient 

and responsible means of 

disposal while educating the 

community about the 

potential for abuse.  In Vilas 

County the drop off point in 

the Sheriff’s off in Eagle River.  

In Oneida County those 

locations include 

Rhinelander and Minocqua 

police departments, the 

town hall in Three Lakes and 



the Oneida County Landfill.   
 

Movement on the 
Lakeland school board 
 News 4/29/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

School colors across the 

state are about to change 

for a day, in a show of 

support for Antigo as it fights 

back after the prom 

shooting.  The idea came 

from members of the student 

council at DC Everest High 

School, to wear maroon and 

white Wednesday, May 4 in 

support of Antigo.  Now 

schools as far north as 

Minocqua and as far south 

as Madison have jumped on 

board to show them they're 

not in it alone.  The 

movement started with a 

Facebook status, on DC 

Everest's student council 

page, growing to 2,000 

shares in seven hours.   

 The Lakeland Union High 

School District Board is 

seeking a candidate to fill a 

vacancy created as Board 

Treasurer Joe Fahrenbach 

resigned.  A news release 



from the district shows 

Fahrenbach resigned 

effective April 17th.  He’d 

served on the board five 

years and District 

Administrator and Principal 

Jim Bouche’ said he helped 

advance the district.  No 

reason for the resignation 

was given. 

The Packers filled a need on 

defense by taking tackle 

Kenny Clark from UCLA with 

the 27th overall pick in the 

NFL draft on Thursday night.  

Clark played three years at 

UCLA, starting all 13 games 

in 2015 and making 29 

consecutive starts overall. A 

team captain, Clark had 75 

tackles and six sacks for the 

Bruins last season.  There is a 

huge void in the middle of 

the defense with tackle B.J. 

Raji choosing to take a year 

off. The 6-foot-4, 310-pound 

Clark will help plug that hole. 

 

Survey says it’s likely to News 4/29/16 1230p 520p A nationwide survey 



get hit by a drunk driver in 
the state 
 

suggests the danger you will 

be hit by a drunk driver is 

very high in Wisconsin.  The 

report from Car Insurance 

Comparison-dot-com ranks 

the state fourth in the 

likelihood a driver will be hit 

by someone else behind the 

wheel who is impaired.  It 

suggests Wisconsin legal 

penalties aren't as high as 

they are in other states and 

that could be a factor.  

Wisconsin is the only state in 

the U-S where a first offense 

O-W-I is a citation rather 

than a crime. 

 Neenah Police Chief Kevin 

Wilkinson says a five-minute 

video from a squad car dash 

camera appears to show his 

officers failed to warn a man 

before shooting him to 

death last December.  The 

video shows an armed 

Michael Funk running from 

the Eagle Nation Cycles 

shop where he and other 

hostages had been held.  



Officers had said the 50-

year-old Funk had ignored 

orders to drop the gun he 

was holding.  That video was 

published online by the U-S-

A Today Network.  Accused 

hostage-taker Brian Flatoff is 

in jail, pending trial. 

Great Lakes governors vote 

June 13th on an altered 

request from Waukesha to 

access Lake Michigan 

water.  The city has reduced 

the amount of water it wants 

by nearly 14 percent.  After 

originally asking for more 

than 10 million gallons-a-

day, Waukesha is now 

seeking about eight-point-

seven million.  

Representatives of the eight 

Great Lakes states and two 

Canadian provinces will to 

try to reach an agreement 

whether to approve the 

request.  One dissenting vote 

will mean denial for the 

Milwaukee suburb. 
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Wausau Man 
shot dead News 5/2/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Wausau police, called to a domestic disturbance on the 

city’s northeast side, shot and killed a man.  Around 10:20 

Saturday night officers went looking for the suspect at an 

apartment building on the  700-block of Gilbert Street.  

He was found outside and when an officer attempted to 

arrest him, he allegedly pulled a knife.  The officer shot 

him several times.  He was pronounced dead at the 

scene.  As is protocol, the officer is on administrative 

leave while the Department of Criminal Investigation 

looks into the incident.   

Police in Merrill arrested a man in connection with a 

house fire last October.  22-year old David Ostrowski of 

Merrill is charged with arson, recklessly endangering 

safety and injury by negligent handling of fire after 

investigators linked him to the blaze that destroyed a 

home on First Street in the city, October 22nd.  One of the 

seven people in the house was injured.  Additional 

charges are pending.   



EMS crews and the Vilas County Sheriff’s department 

were dispatched to an accident early this morning.  

Shortly after midnight a head on collision was reported 

on Hwy W in the town of Winchester near the town hall.  

The injured were taken to the Howard Young Medical 

Center in Woodruff. 

Shortly after that, Vilas County dispatch was notified of a 

grass fire at the Indian Bowl in downtown Lac du 

Flambeau.  No other information is available.   

The Wisconsin Department of Tourism released the latest 

figures on the impact of travel in the state and those 

numbers are up.  Overall tourism had an economic 

impact of $19.3 billion last year, up nearly 4-1/2 percent 

over 2014.   

 

  
Fire danger 
remains high 
across much 
of the north News 5/2/16 12n,5p 1:30 

 The fire danger remains high across much of the North 

and grass fires caused some problems along Hwy 

51yesterday morning.  At 11:30 a fire was reported in the 

town of Merrill near the exit of 51 and county K.  As 

firefighters arrived additional 911 calls came in for fires 

near County road C and a short time later near Hwy S.  

DNR and Tomahawk firefighters reported the S fire got 

into some heavier brush and parts of the highway had to 

be closed.  The cause of the fires is unknown. 

The state Justice Department is investigating the shooting 

death of a domestic abuse suspect by a police officer in 

Wausau.  Captain Matt Barnes says officers were called 

late Saturday night to a domestic disturbance at an 



apartment building.  Police say one officer found the 

man outside the building -- and in the process of 

arresting him, the suspect pulled a knife and the officer 

responded by firing more than one shot.  The suspect 

died at the scene.  The unnamed officer is on 

administrative leave while the incident is being 

investigated. 

 A former long time C-E-O of the Wisconsin Milk Marketing 

Board now says he was "asked" to leave.  James Robson 

says the board wanted what it called a "different 

strategic direction" and a "different individual" to lead 

the agency.  Robson headed the state's milk marketing 

campaigns for 15 years, and says he remains "baffled" 

about his April 21st dismissal. The board announced the 

same day  Robson resigned, it was his own "personal 

decision" to leave.  
 

  
Two Merrill 
school 
administrators 
resign News 5/3/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 Two Merrill School District Administrators who’ve been on 

paid leave since last month over a personnel matter 

have resigned.  Superintendent Wally Leipart and 

Assistant Superintendent Michele Jahnke submitted their 

resignations yesterday.  The school board meets tonight 

to act on the matter.  No details about the investigation 

have been released.   

The Antigo School Board voted to close one of its 

elementary schools next month.  This comes in the wake 

of a failed referendum last month that would have 

consolidated them and built a new building.  Mattoon 

Elementary, because of its small size, will close, saving 

over $200,000 from next year’s budget.  The work now 



begins to place students and how to handle staffing.  

Voters in that part of the district are circulating petitions 

to leave the Antigo district and move to Bowler.     

The Sears store in the Wausau Center Mall is closing.  The 

move comes as city leaders work to revitalize the mall, 

now left with Younkers as the only anchor store.  Sears 

announced last month it was closing 10 locations but 

Wausau wasn’t on that initial list.  It’s not known how 

many employees will be affected.  Sears begins its 

liquidation sale in two weeks with the doors closing in 

August. 

Republican US Senator Ron Johnson officially launched 

his reelection bid yesterday, kicking off a statewide tour.  

He’s being challenged by former democratic Senator 

Russ Feingold, who he beat in November of 2010.  

Johnson says as a businessman he’s the one needed in 

Washington instead of sending back a career politician.   
 

  
Tomahawk 
police arrest 
man on drug 
charges News 5/3/16 12p,5p 1:30 

 Tomahawk Police arrested a city man who now faces 

drug charges.  36-year old Terrance Jones was taken into 

custody after authorities executed a search warrant at 

his home on Prospect Avenue.  He’s charged with 

possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia and is in 

Lincoln County court next Thursday.   

The U-W Madison Faculty Senate overwhelmingly 

approved a vote of no confidence in University President 

Ray Cross and the Board of Regents.  Yesterday's vote 

came about a week after members began discussing 

the measure as a protest to the new limits on tenure 

protections, which include evaluations of faculty and 



layoff procedures.  Cross disagrees with the faculty vote, 

while Regents' president Regina Millner calls it an 

overreaction to what she calls a fair tenure policy that's 

in line with similar U-S universities.  

 The nation's attorney general has been asked to make 

Wisconsin's voter I-D law the next one to be put under 

the federal microscope. All four of Wisconsin's 

Democratic federal lawmakers wrote Attorney General 

Loretta Lynch yesterday, asking she either file suit over 

the Wisconsin law or try to get it struck down as part of 

an existing lawsuit against another state.  Senate 

Democrat Tammy Baldwin and House Democrats Mark 

Pocan, Ron Kind, and Gwen Moore all cited concerns 

about long lines at some polling places during the state's 

April fifth presidential primary.  The four Democrats also 

mentioned recent media reports in which they quoted 

two Republicans as saying the photo I-D law was 

motivated in part to discourage young people and 

minorities from voting.  
 

  
Gas prices 
across the 
state are on 
the rise News 5/4/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 As gas prices across Wisconsin are on the rise, figures 

from GasBuddy.com show that Superior now has the 

lowest price in the state with most stations in the city 

at 2.04 a gallon for unleaded regular.  That compares to 

the average Wisconsin price at 2.21 and the national 

average of 2.22 as of Tuesday morning. The highest price 

in Wisconsin is at a Racine station that is charging 2.70 a 

gallon. 

http://gasbuddy.com/


 The Wausau Police Department has identified the 

person and officer involved in an officer-involved 

shooting late Saturday night as officer James Martin, and 

Oswald Mattner, 42. Mattner was pronounced dead at 

the scene. Martin was not physically injured. He’s been 

with the force since January of 2015.  The Wausau Police 

Department has identified the three other responding 

officers as Jenna Zinkowich, Brady Copas, and Shawn 

Meyer. All three are also on paid administrative leave 

and all began with the department last year. 

The Marine Corps is begun investigating whether it 

mistakenly identified one of the men shown raising the 

U.S. flag at Iwo Jima in one of the iconic images of World 

War II after two amateur history buffs began raising 

questions about the picture.  The Marines announced its 

inquiry more than a year after Eric Krelle, of Omaha, 

Nebraska, and Stephen Foley, of Wexford, Ireland, 

began raising doubts about the identity of Antigo’s John 

Bradley.  In November 2014, the Omaha World-Herald 

published an extensive story about their claims and 

Saturday was the first to report the Marines were looking 

into the matter. 

 

  
Wausau police 
release names 
in recent 
shooting  News 5/4/16 12p,5p 1:30 

 The Wisconsinite who heads the Republican National 

Committee now says Donald Trump is his party's 

"presumptive nominee."  The New York real estate mogul 

easily won yesterday's primary in Indiana.  Ted Cruz 

dropped out of the race after he finished a distant 



second, just four weeks after he had an overwhelming 

victory in Wisconsin.  The G-O-P's national chairman, 

Kenosha native Reince Priebus, spoke with Trump -- and 

Priebus, a former Wisconsin G-O-P director, tweeted that 

Republicans now "need to unite and focus on defeating 

(Democrat) Hillary Clinton."  

Wausau Police have released the names of those 

involved in last weekend's shooting death of a domestic 

abuse suspect by a city officer.  Officials say James 

Martin, who's been a patrolman for 15 months, shot 42-

year-old Oswald Mattner after the suspect pulled a knife 

on Martin at an apartment complex last Saturday night.  

The state Justice Department continues to investigate.  

Martin was a community service officer before he joined 

Wausau's patrol unit in January of last year.  Police 

confirmed Mattner's identity after his fiancee and others 

mentioned his name on social media -- and he was 

previously convicted of beating and resisting officers in 

Kenosha County. 

The state Department of Health Services will be 

monitoring this summer to watch for the possible arrival of 

the Zika virus in Wisconsin.  UW-Madison entomologists will 

work with local health officials to set out traps, which will 

collect mosquito eggs.  Those eggs will then be hatched 

and analyzed to check for the breeds of the insect 

known to carry the virus.   

 

  
Another store News  5/5/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30  As high schools across the state wore the Antigo colors 



pulls out of the 
Wausau Mall 

of maroon and white yesterday in a show of solidarity, 

senior Collin Cooper talked about being shot as he and 

his date left the prom two weeks ago.  He said he 

wanted to let people know he’s doing okay and hopes 

to be back soon.  18-year old Jakob Wagner, armed with 

a rifle, began shooting from the parking lot at the school, 

hitting Cooper and his date before turning his weapon 

toward Antigo police officer Andrew Hopfensperger, 

who fired several times, killing him.  Cooper spent nearly 

a week in the hospital with several surgeries to repair his 

leg wound.  His girlfriend was grazed by a bullet and is 

back home in Illinois.         

Two days after city officials heard the Sears store in the 

struggling Wausau Center Mall was closing, they’ve now 

learned Aeropostale is pulling out as well, part of a 

planned 100 store reduction.  Both will be closed by 

August.  Two years ago JC Penneys closed leaving only 

Younkers to anchor the shopping center.  The city is 

planning renovations to the facility and, along with the 

owners, actively looking for new tenants.  

Temperatures in the mid-20s and frosty windshields 

opened the morning but that will soon be forgotten as 

the other extreme hits the state tomorrow when the 

mercury is expected to climb into the 80s.  It’s short-lived 

however with normal temperatures and a little rain in the 

forecast for the fishing season opener this weekend. 

 

  
Trump aiming News 5/5/16 12p,5p 1:30  Wisconsin voters have endorsed a Democrat in each of 



to win voters in 
the state 

the last seven presidential elections.  But a strategist for 

Republican Donald Trump says his boss can be 

competitive here this fall, despite polls showing he's not 

well liked.  According to the last three Marquette law 

school polls, Trump has an average negative rating in 

Wisconsin of an unprecedented 65 percent -- and only 

one quarter of state voters give him a favorable mark.  

Trump strategist Rick Wiley, who briefly ran Scott Walker's 

White House bid last year, says the current polls mean 

nothing because they reflect a very intense primary 

battle -- and Democrat Hillary Clinton is not very likable in 

Wisconsin, either.  The Marquette polls show 42 percent 

of voters would be "very uncomfortable" with her as 

president. 

If you lose your job, you might have to pass a drug test to 

get unemployment benefits under new rules approved 

yesterday.  The rules are designed to carry out the 

requirement for drug screenings that majority Republican 

lawmakers approved last year as part of the current 

state budget.  Most applicants for jobless benefits will fill 

out questionnaires in the initial drug screening process -- 

and those who don't meet the screening standards will 

have to take drug tests. Those who fail the tests would 

have to get tax-funded treatment -- and they can get 

unemployment as long as they comply.  The new rules 

take effect this week, designed to help more 

Wisconsinites live on their own instead of relying on the 

government. 
 

  News 5/6/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30  The DNR suspended burning permits and the National 



Burning levels 
still high for 
northern 
Wisconsin 

Weather Service posted a red flag warning for today 

until 8pm for Douglas, Bayfield, Burnett, Washburn and 

Sawyer counties.  Anglers are urged to use caution as 

the opening weekend of the inland fishing season tends 

to bring unwanted fire starts.  Additional counties 

throughout most of the northern half of state also have 

similar warnings.  The public is being asked to be 

especially careful with any activities that could 

potentially lead to a wildfire. Campfires, outdoor grills, 

smoking, chain saws, off-road vehicles or other small 

engines have the potential to throw a spark and ignite a 

dangerous and destructive fire. 

 

A 32-year-old Antigo woman will spend six years in prison, 

convicted of having sex with a boy under the age of 16 

during an underage drinking party she hosted in 

December 2014.  Carissa Drake was convicted of 

second degree sexual assault of a child and obstructing 

an officer at a trial in February.  She was sentenced 

yesterday.  Drake will receive credit for 112 days already 

spent in custody and  spend six years on extended 

supervision upon her release. 

The Food and Drug Administration released new 

regulations for e-cigarettes and similar devices and one 

anti-smoking advocate says the agency took a much 

stronger stance than many health groups thought they 

would.  The regulations would expand the definition of 

what’s considered a “tobacco product” to include e-

cigs and vaping devices, which would mean those items 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2016-10685.pdf


are treated in the same way as traditional cigarettes and 

smokeless tobacco.  

 

  
Paul Ryan not 
ready to 
endorse a 
candidate yet News 5/6/16 12p,5p 1:30 

 House Speaker Paul Ryan of Janesville says he's not 

ready to endorse his party's finalist for president and 

Republican Donald Trump says the feeling is mutual.  In a 

statement late yesterday, Trump said he's not ready to 

get behind the Ryan agenda -- but perhaps the two can 

work together to hammer out an agreement that's best 

for Americans.  

The F-B-I will help get to the bottom of several bomb 

threats in the Menomonie School District in recent 

months.  Two threats  came to the middle school in the 

city in the last week and December, there was a threat 

made at Menomonie High School -- and officials say it 

has taken away from the district's efforts to focus on 

learning.   Police say the F-B-I's investigation can help 

identify sources of the phone calls and other messages. 

The new head of the Wisconsin prison system has come 

up with a package of pay raises designed to eliminate 

longtime staffing shortages.  Jon Litscher says thousands 

of employees will get pay hikes of 80 cents per hour 

starting in late June. And places with major staff 

shortages, like Lincoln Hills in Irma, will pay a total 

increase of one dollar and 30 cents per hour for seven 

months.  

25 Wisconsin schools received Economic Development 

Corporation grants for Fabrication Labs and four of them 



are in the North.  Also known as Fab Labs, these small 

scale workshops include high tech equipment like 3-D 

printers.  Districts seeing the grant money include 

Rhinelander, Northland Pines, Three Lakes and Florence.   
 

  
Gov. Walker 
calls for a 
statewide 
shutdown News 5/9/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 Western Canada’s devastating wildfire showed little sign 

of slowing down late yesterday.  Alberta government 

officials say the Fort McMurray fire has scorched over 800 

square miles and the smoke was evident over much of 

northern Wisconsin Saturday night.  More than 500 

firefighters are working to control the blaze that’s already 

forced nearly 90,000 people from their homes.  

Meanwhile, the fire danger remains high to very high 

across the northern half of Wisconsin.  Lightning from 

thunderstorms and power lines dropped by high winds 

Friday triggered many of the nearly 50 fires reported.  

Officials said the rain did little to reduce the fire threat.    

The temporary shutdown of the West Shore pipeline led 

Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker to declare a statewide 

energy emergency.  A portion of that pipeline between 

Green Bay and Milwaukee was disabled when a 

problem was spotted.  The order waives limitations on the 

number of hours petroleum carrier drivers can work in a 

week, avoiding gasoline and diesel shortages.  

Additional testing of the pipeline is expected to take 

several weeks. 

Oneida County’s ATV/UTV trail system opens Friday 

afternoon at five.  This includes the trails maintained by 

the County ATV Association in the town of Enterprise and 

the Little Rice ATV Riders club in the Little Rice and Lynne 



townships.  The Enterprise campground, accessible by 

trail, also opens.  The Oneida County Forestry 

Department recommends staying on the clearly marked 

trails and to ride responsibly.   

The 69th Alice In Dairyland was chosen over the weekend 

as 25-year old Ann O’Leary of Evansville will promote 

agriculture in the state. 
 

  
Wis. Outdoors 
are still tinder 
dry News 5/9/16 12p,5p 1:30 

 The red flag warnings have disappeared, but the 

Wisconsin outdoors are still tinder dry.  The D-N-R says the 

vast majority of the state has high or very high risks for 

wildfires -- and only nine counties in the southwest corner 

have moderate fire dangers, in an area roughly 

bounded by Viroqua, Platteville, Monroe, Madison, and 

Wisconsin Dells.  D-N-R crews responded to 391 wildfires 

so far this year, burning a relatively low total of 418 acres.  

About 50 fires took place over the weekend and fire 

officials say thunderstorms this week probably won't be 

enough to alleviate the threat of fires.  The National 

Weather Service says a large low pressure system will 

move into western Wisconsin by tonight and storms are in 

the forecast tomorrow for all but the far northern part of 

the Badger State.  

A two vehicle crash last night injured a 43-year old Irma 

man.  The Lincoln County Sheriff’s department reported 

the accident just before 7 in the town of Merrill.  A car 

driven by a 32-year old Bonduel woman shot a stop sign 

at Lincoln Drive and County JJ.  Condition of the man is 

unknown after being treated at Ministry Good Samaritan 

Health Center.   



While the warm weekend may have finally allowed you 

to get outside for a long to-do list of springtime yard 

work, for those who plan to accept help from a lawn or 

tree service this time of year, experts are advising 

consumers to beware of popular yard care scams. 

 Never pay in advance and get a contract. 
 

  
A telephone 
threat in 
Wausau News 

5/10/1
6 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 A telephone threat shortly before 4:00 yesterday 

afternoon put emergency response plans into action at 

Ministry St. Claire’s Hospital in Weston and the Ministry 

Medical Group’s clinics in Rib Mountain and Schofield.  In 

cooperation with local authorities the facilities were 

thouroghly searched and normal operations were 

allowed to continue at 7:00.  Ministry officials did not 

comment on the incident. 

Rhinelander’s city council last night approved plans for 

Verizon to build a new cell tower.  The 106-foot structure 

will go up behind the East Pointe Center mall along Hwy 

17.  Construction will be completed this summer.   

Speaker of the House Paul Ryan isn’t sweating claims 

from Sarah Palin that he’s out of touch with his 

constituents and could be knocked out of office in a 

primary.  The 2008 Republican vice presidential 

candidate criticized Ryan over the weekend for saying 

that he can’t currently support Donald Trump as the 

Republican Party’s presidential nominee.  She suggested 

to CNN that Ryan could be “Cantored” in the primary, a 

reference to former House Majority Leader Eric Cantor 

who was knocked out of office in 2014. Palin also 

endorsed Ryan’s primary challenger, Paul Nehlen.  While 

http://www.wrn.com/2016/05/ryan-not-ready-to-support-trump-as-republican-nominee/
http://www.cnn.com/2016/05/08/politics/sarah-palin-paul-ryan-paul-nehlen-endorsement/
http://www.cnn.com/2016/05/08/politics/sarah-palin-paul-ryan-paul-nehlen-endorsement/


Ryan declined to endorse Trump last week, he did say he 

is willing to work with the presumptive GOP nominee to 

help unify the party.  The two are expected to meet in 

Washington Thursday.   The Janesville Republican 

shrugged off the claims that he’s out of touch with the 

people in Wisconsin First Congressional District saying “I 

don’t think people here pay that close attention to 

outside…influence.” 

 

  
Ron Johnson 
meets with 
political figure News 

5/10/1
6 12p,5p 1:30 

 U-S Senate Republican Ron Johnson of Wisconsin meets 

today with the president's nominee for the nation's 

highest court.  Johnson has been among the vocal 

opponents to confirming the choice of a Democratic 

president to replace a conservative.  Barack Obama 

appointed Appeals Judge Merrick Garland for the 

vacancy left by the death of Justice Antonin Scalia.  

Johnson has said in the past that he would be willing to 

meet with Garland -- but it would not change his stance 

that the Senate should wait until the next president can 

appoint a nominee, thus giving voters an indirect say in 

who the next justice should be. 

Two Republican state lawmakers say they'll host a summit 

this fall to encourage the federal government to return 

the management of grey wolves to the states.  

Hazelhurst Senator Tom Tiffany and Balsam Lake 

Representative Adam Jarchow say livestock and pets 

are being killed because of a federal court ruling from 

2014 that put wolves back under the federal 



Endangered Species Act -- thus banning the killing of any 

wolves, even those who kill other animals. The court ruling 

also ended Wisconsin's three-year-old wolf hunt.  The D-

N-R says wolves have killed 14 farm animals and pets so 

far this year, including a female cow in Shawano County 

that was about to have her first calf.  D-N-R specialist 

David MacFarland says his agency is doing what it can 

to prevent wolf attacks -- including the use of fences, 

lights, sounds and animal guards. 
 

  
Rhinelander 
road 
construction News 

5/11/1
6 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 There’s now a plan in place to deal with the road 

situation in the city of Rhinelander.  While there will be 

some traffic rerouting, the rough travel will be dealt with 

over the next several years and it’s simply money, or the 

lack of it that’s holding things up.  Beginning shortly city 

crews will rework the intersection of Oneida and Lincoln 

streets.  Over the summer they’ll work on the damaged 

stretches of Lincoln and Kemp streets.  Over the next four 

years expenses will be offset by the Premier Resort Area 

Tax that will not only repair well traveled roads but 

replace them, like Kemp, Lincoln, Boyce, Stevens and 

Oneida.   

 

A $10,000 donation will help the Boys & Girls Club of 

Wausau fund a new summer program.  The STEAM 

project, for science, technology, engeineering, art and 

math is designed to motivate kids with hands-on 

learning.  Up to 150 kids a day work with the club after 

school but organizers want to motivate them to think 

more about their futures.  The Noel family, through their 



company Compass Properties made the donation.   
 

Bullying has been getting more attention lately — it was 

apparently a factor in the Antigo school prom shooting, 

as assailant Jakob Wagner was reportedly a victim.  And 

a new report from the National Academies of Sciences, 

Engineering, and Medicine terms bullying as a “serious 

public health problem.”  Generations Against Bullying” 

works with young people in Wisconsin schools, to 

empower them on how to stop bullying.  The goal is to 

help students know how to shut down bullying when they 

see it.  

 

  
State officials 
give 
themselves 
financial 
breathing 
room  News 

5/11/1
6 12p,5p 1:30 

  State officials gave themselves some financial breathing 

room, by delaying and restructuring 101-million dollars in 

debt payments.  They were scheduled to be paid back 

this month, but the Walker administration extended the 

payments for eight more years and the non partisan 

Legislative Fiscal Bureau says it will cost taxpayers an 

extra two point three million dollars in interest.  Leaders of 

both parties have done the same thing for years, to 

reduce current expenses and make sure the state 

budget has the required positive balance by the end of 

the fiscal year on June 30th.  The administration calls it a 

"prudent financial tool," while Assembly Democrats say it 

refutes Walker's claim the state's fiscal house is in order. 

Relatives of a 15-year-old inmate say the boy was given 

the wrong psychotropic medicines twice last month at 

the embattled Lincoln Hills juvenile institution.  The youth 



is from Milwaukee County -- and his mother said a guard 

who administered the first medication realized the 

mistake, then gave the correct meds without checking 

whether it caused more problems by giving the two 

together.  Apparently  there have been other complaints 

about the handling of drugs at Lincoln Hills, where guards 

reportedly hand out medications instead of medical 

personnel.  State corrections' officials say they cannot 

comment on the matter due to medical privacy 

concerns.  Federal investigations continue at Lincoln Hills 

over alleged abuses of inmates and possible civil rights 

violations. 

And in sports, the Brewers close out their three game 

series tonight in Miami against the Marlins.   
 

  
Price Co. 
officials not 
ready to speak 
on body found 
in mobile 
home  News 

5/12/1
6 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 The Price County Sheriff's Department hasn't confirmed 

that human remains found in a burned out mobile home 

are a missing person, but have confirmed her vehicle 

was found nearby.  53-year old Judy Davies of Kennan 

was last seen April 29, according to investigators. Both 

the Price County and Taylor County Sheriff's 

Department's were looking into her case.  On May 4, 

human remains were discovered in a burned out mobile 

home in a rural part of Taylor County.  The Wisconsin 

Department of Justice, Division of Criminal Investigation, 

Crime Lab Scene Response Unit and the Wisconsin State 

Patrol are assisting in the investigation. 

More charges are expected against a 38-year-old 

Wausau man accusing to secretly filming a woman in the 



shower at his home, people who visited and under the 

dress of a woman at the YMCA.  Ryan Rouse waived his 

right to a preliminary hearing and a judge ordered a trial 

on 10 felony charges, including six counts of possession of 

child pornography and three counts of capturing an 

image of nudity without the person's consent. He remains 

jailed on $25,000 bail.  The incidents run back to 2014. 

Gov. Scott Walker approved an emergency rule 

yesterday allowing people waiting for state photo 

identification cards to vote with receipts showing they're 

trying to obtain photo ID.  The move comes days before 

a federal trial is set to begin in a lawsuit alleging 

Wisconsin's process for obtaining free state IDs is too 

onerous.  The governor said improving the process will 

help the law hold up in court. 

 

  
Wis. Gas 
prices should 
stay steady News 

5/12/1
6 12p,5p 1:30 

  Wisconsin now has four of the nation's ten highest 

concentrations of middle class residents -- and a new 

study shows those people are not doing as well as they 

used to.  The Pew Research Center says the Wausau 

metro now has the nation's largest percentage of middle 

class residents, with two thirds of adults making middle 

range incomes -- and the study says the lower end of 

that scale dropped from 45-thousand dollars per year in 

1999 for a family of three to almost 42-thousand dollars 

15 years later.  Janesville-Beloit has the nation's second 

highest concentration of middle class residents, with 

Sheboygan third and Eau Claire ninth.  The Pew study 

says big middle class metros have lots of manufacturing 



jobs, and U-W analysts say changes in the factory sector 

may be tied to growing financial insecurity among 

middle-class households. 

 Don't worry about shelling out a lot more money for 

gasoline this summer.  Petroleum analysts expect 

Wisconsin fuel prices to stay close to where they are now 

-- which the Triple "A" says is two dollars and 19 cents per 

gallon this morning for regular unleaded statewide. 

Plentiful supplies are expected to accommodate a 

bigger demand for gas by summer vacationers -- but 

Gas Buddy Dot Com finds prices could spike like they did 

last year if the B-P oil refinery in Whiting, Indiana has 

another unexpected outage.  Still, prices are expected 

to stay about where they are now, and no more than 

two-50 at their peak.  
 

  
Four people 
arrested by 
Forest Co. 
drug task force News 

5/13/1
6 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Four people have been arrested through investigations 

by the Forest County Sheriff’s Drug Task Force.  26-year 

old Jeffery McGeshick,  34-year old Jeremy Maki and 30-

year old Audrey Wagnitz-Maki, all of Crandon and 32-

year old Sara Denny of Wabeno all face a number of 

drug charges after multiple controlled buys by officers.  

Mostly felonies, the charges range from possession to 

delivery of narcotics to bail jumping and probation 

violations.  Denny is also charged with maintaining a 

drug trafficking house and child endangerment.  Forest 

County officials expect more arrests as the investigation 

continues.   

Wausau Police are investigating what triggered a 

lockdown at North Central Health Care yesterday after 



someone activated the emergency code for Dr. Black, 

referring to a person with a gun.  The facility, along with 

through traffic on Lakeview Drive was closed down for 

several hours while the area was searched.  Nothing was 

found.  At a news conference last night police said the 

emergency button was pressed three times and today 

they’re looking to find out why.  The facility is an 

outpatient treatment center for those with mental or 

emotional problems.  They also provide treatment for 

people with alcohol, drug and gambling addictions.   

Gunkel’s Bakery in Antigo is voluntarily recalling various 

baked goods, made with milk and soy and not declared 

on the label.  The ingredients can cause serious allergic 

reactions in people.  The WI Department of Agriculture, 

Trade and Consumer Protection announced no illnesses 

have been reported.  The bakery has already contacted 

all retail locations across Central and Northern Wisconsin 

and provided new labels. 
 

  
Paul Ryan 
cites recent 
ruling a victory  News 

5/13/1
6 12p,5p 1:30 

  House Speaker Paul Ryan of Janesville calls a federal 

judge's ruling against Obamacare "an historic win for the 

constitution and the American people."  Federal Judge 

Rosemary Collyer of Washington sided yesterday with 

House Republicans, who alleged the White House 

violated congressional spending authority.  The Obama 

administration allocated 175-billion dollars for ten 

years to reduce deductibles and copayments for low 

income clients in the Affordable Care Act.  The White 

House says it will prevail upon appeals, and Judge 

Collyer put her ruling on hold for now.  Ryan says it's clear 



the president overreached by spending tax money 

without the people's approval through their 

representatives. 

 Wisconsin Republicans seem largely divided over 

Donald Trump securing his status as the presumptive 

presidential nominee of the party.  Some, like Senate 

Majority Leader Scott Fitzgerald , have urged the party 

faithful to rally behind the billionaire.   Other prominent 

party members, including U.S. House Speaker Paul Ryan, 

have taken a more cautious approach and said they 

are still evaluating their support. 

For the 30th year, a big tent is about to go up at Big Top 

Chautauqua near Bayfield.  The large, northern 

Wisconsin venue will host more than 60 music events this 

summer.  They begin June eleventh with a picnic and 

symphony concert to celebrate the anniversary.  

Tomorrow, canvas master Phillip Anch will lead dozens of 

volunteers in raising a four thousand pound blue canvas 

tent that seats up to 950 people.  Big Top officials say 

volunteers are needed for tomorrow, as well as for 

various functions during the season. 
 

  
Lac Du 
flambeau man 
dies over the 
weekend N ews 

5/16/1
6 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 A 31-year old Lac du Flambeau man died in a traffic 

crash over the weekend.  Adam Lisner was pronounced 

dead at Howard Young Medical Center in Woodruff 

Saturday afternoon following the accident on Brunswick 

Road, south of Woodland Drive.  Woodruff Police are 

looking into the cause of the crash. 

  

No new information following a blast that destroyed a 



Sugar Home last week.  The explosion early Friday leveled 

the seasonal home on Sand Lake road and heavily 

damaged several others.  No one was hurt.  The Oneida 

County Sheriff’s office, Division of Criminal Investigation 

and the State Fire Marshall are all looking into the cause.   

 

A home in Wausau was heavily damaged by fire 

Saturday night.  The blaze reported about 11:00.  Fire 

crews arrived to find the home on West Pardee Street 

fully involved in flames.  Two people inside were safely 

evacuated.  The cause was pinned to a light fixture on 

the porch.   

 

Federal Judge James Peterson begins a trial before the 

court this morning to decide whether changes made by 

Republicans to the Wisconsin voting laws illegally burden 

minorities and other Democratic leaning constituencies.  

A lawsuit was filed last June.  The court filing alleges 

sections of the state’s voter ID requirement, reductions in 

early voting windows and tougher registration standards 

unconstitutionally burden minorities, young people, the 

elderly and the poor’s voting rights.   

 

Republican House Speaker Paul Ryan his party is working 

on the process of unifying while Democrats are still 

"ripping each other apart."  He doesn't have a timeline 

for getting the party unified behind presumptive 

presidential nominee Donald Trump.   
 
 



 
At least six 
people died in 
state traffic 
accidents over 
the weekend News 

5/16/1
6 12p,5p 1:30 

At least six people died in Wisconsin traffic crashes during 

the weekend.  Authorities say two of those deaths took 

place when a car overturned and fell into a ditch 

Saturday on a Richland County road west of Richland 

Center.  In Shawano County, sheriff's deputies say one 

person died and three others were hurt late yesterday 

afternoon, when two vehicles collided head on west of 

Shawano on a county road.  In the Fox Valley, the State 

Patrol says 21-year-old Travis Berndt of Appleton died 

and three others were injured Saturday when Berndt 

sped off Interstate 41 and overturned on an off ramp – a 

single vehicle crash in Woodruff killed 31-year old Adam 

Lisner of Lac du Flambeau and in Waupaca County, 22-

year-old Alexander Severin of Waupaca was killed after 

his vehicle rolled over early Saturday.  All the crashes 

remain under investigation. 

Another taste of winter is possible the next two nights 

across northern Wisconsin, where forecasters say frost is 

possible each night with lows around freezing.  The state 

got a reprieve from the cold this morning, with 

temperatures mainly in the 40s by six a-m.  Madison tied 

a record low for Saturday at 32 degrees, while Green Bay 

reported a trace of snow for the first time on May 14th 

since 2005.  Sarona in the far northwest dropped down to 

22 degrees yesterday.  Forecasters say we'll more 

seasonal temperatures today with highs in the 50s and 

60s -- and by Wednesday, it will get back into the 70s 

with overnight lows in the 40s. 
 

 News 5/17/1 6a,7a,8a 1:30 The man accused of shooting at his wife, threatening to 



Man pleads 
not guilty in 
Oneida Court 

6 blow up his house and held police at bay while armed 

pleads not guilty in Oneida County Court.  60-year old 

Kenneth Welsh entered the plea yesterday to charges of 

first degree intentional homicide and reckless injury.  The 

incident occurred at their home in Tripoli last month.  

He’s back in court July 12th.   

A Merrill woman was found competent to stand trial in 

an attempted murder case.  47-year old Stacey Hansen 

is accused of trying to suffocate 76-year old Arlo Erickson 

in a Merrill apartment last October.  He would’ve died if 

a police officer hadn’t performed CPR.  She’s back in 

Lincoln County Court next Thursday. 

Preliminary results into the explosion that destroyed a 

seasonal home in Sugar Camp last week points to a gas 

vapor leak.  The blast at the home on Sand Lake Road 

nearly took two others with it last Friday morning and 

damaged several more.  No one was hurt.  Investigators 

say the home used a propane tank.   

Republican Assemblyman Rob Swearingen of 

Rhinelander has a challenge for his 34th district seat.  

Lawrence Dale, an Eagle River democrat said it’s time for 

new ideas.  The 67-year old made a Green Party 

challenge to Congressman Sean Duffy two years ago.    

The Minocqua Town Board meets tonight and is 

expected to act on a committee recommendation to 

approve a contract to build a new fire station.  The town 

bought a four acre parcel for the project last year.  

Voters will see the plans in the fall. 
 

 News 5/17/1 12p,5p 1:30  It's Day Two of a federal court trial challenging some of 



State voter 
laws being 
discussed  

6 the voting laws passed by Wisconsin Republicans the last 

five years.  Some dramatic testimony is expected 

throughout the nine day trial -- and former Senate aide 

Todd Allbaugh kicked it off yesterday by accusing some 

Republican senators of being "giddy" about the having 

the voter I-D law help the party win elections.  Allbaugh 

detailed a private meeting among G-O-P senators in 

which he said three were "ashen faced" over the 

prospect of photo I-D's being required at the polls.  One 

of those, Ripon Republican Luther Olsen, said his personal 

motive was to give the public more confidence in the 

voting process.  State defendants called the G-O-P voter 

laws fair, as the liberal One Wisconsin Now Foundation 

challenges voter I-Ds and other laws like a ten day limit 

on early voting. 

The Wisconsin corn crop generally appears to have 

survived a spell of cold and snow from last weekend.  

The U-S-D-A reports 43 percent of the state's crop has 

emerged after being planted, almost ten percent more 

than the average of 34 percent for the past five years. 

About three fourths of this year's Wisconsin corn is in the 

ground, a little less than last year but still much higher 

than the average of 47 percent.  One third of the 

soybeans are planted, higher than norm of 18 percent -- 

and 91-percent of the Wisconsin oats are planted with 83 

percent of it in good to excellent shape.  
 

 
Elcho woman 
charged in 
attempted News 

5/18/1
6 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

An Elcho woman is charged with a felony count of 

attempted child abduction.  40-year old Catherine 

McCrimmon is free on bond after allegedly picking up a 



child abduction 2-year old playing in her yard.  An older child playing 

with the youngster told her mother about it and she was 

able to get the child back as McCrimmon was walking 

down the driveway.  She’s back in court at the end of 

June. 

Sparks from a passing train may have been the cause of 

a brushfire in Price County yesterday afternoon.  The DNR 

and Prentice Fire Department responded to the call just 

before noon near Brantwood.  The fire did get into some 

wooded areas but was under control by nightfall.  

Authorities say the fire danger is still moderate in many 

locations.    

Over 2100 people in the Wausau area were without 

power early this morning.  Crews from Wisconsin Public 

Service worked on the city’s west side plus Marathon, 

Stettin and village of Maine.  No cause was available.   

Wausau is expanding is business campus.  The city 

acquired 205 acres near the corner of Highland Drive 

and Hwy O, bringing the size of the complex to nearly 

1000 acres, home to more than 60 businesses.  It’s the 

largest expansion in over 20 years.  Development plans 

will include a new western entrance to the area off the 

highway.  The relocation and expansion of businesses 

has been supported by the city through various 

economic development tools including infrastructure, 

business loans and grants for companies of all sizes.   
 

 
Appleton is the 
drunkest city in 
America  News 

5/18/1
6 12p,5p 1:30 

The Wisconsin based Kohl's Department Store chain 

agreed to pay six point one million dollars to settle a 

lawsuit over its pricing promotions in California.  A federal 



judge gave tentative approval to the settlement, in 

which Kohl's agreed to provide gift cards to plaintiffs and 

improve its pricing compliance systems.  Shoppers filed a 

class action lawsuit, alleging that Kohl's advertised 30 

percent off original prices which are not charged very 

long before being discounted.  California has a more 

specific pricing law than most other states, defining 

original prices as the prevailing market prices within three 

months before they're marked down.  

A state appeals court has thrown out a loitering ticket 

against a man walking near a school in northwest 

Wisconsin while carrying a rifle and a handgun.  The Third 

District appellate court in Wausau ruled yesterday that 

26-year-old Mark Hoffman should have had his case 

dismissed during his jury trial, because it appeared that 

the only reason police stopped him was that he was 

carrying the weapons.   

Appleton is the "Drunkest City in America," according to 

a new study by the business website 24 Seven Wall Street.  

It says almost 27 percent of Appleton adults drink to 

excess, with the nation's highest percentage of heavy 

drinkers and binge drinkers.  Seven Wisconsin metros 

made the Top.  Critics have raised concerns for years 

about Wisconsin's alcohol traditions -- and state 

lawmakers have addressed it through drunk driving 

crackdowns on a piecemeal basis, though Wisconsin 

remains the only one not to make first time O-W-I a 

criminal charge. 
 



 
Missing 
woman found News 

5/19/1
6 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Luann Beckman was last seen riding her bike Sunday 

afternoon.  On Tuesday, her body was found on a 

walking trail in Phelps.  The 47-year old woman was found 

shirtless with alcohol bottles strewn about the area.  The 

Vilas County Sheriff’s office reported while no missing 

person complaint was filed, the death is suspicious.  

They’re waiting for autopsy reports as the investigation 

continues.   

A plea agreement was reached in the case of 58-year 

old Joseph Fitzpatrick.  The Three Lakes wrestling coach 

was charged and found guilty of possessing and 

delivering THC and contributing to the delinquency of a 

child.  An earlier charge of sexual assault was deferred.  

He’ll spend 60 days in jail with work release privledges.    

 

Minocqua firefighters quickly knocked down a brush fire 

near the city late yesterday afternoon.  About 4:00 a 

homeowner on Cameron Drive was mowing his lawn 

and started burning a small pile of sticks when it got 

away from him.  Nothing was damaged but a large, 

wooded area was charred.  The fire danger across all of 

NorthCentral Wisconsin is listed as moderate.  . 
 

Wisconsin has its first confirmed case of a Zika virus 

infection.  The state Department of Health Services 

announced  a Wisconsin woman tested positive after 

traveling to Honduras, where Zika-infected mosquitoes 

are present.  DHS has been working on this issue with the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, local health 



departments, health care professionals, the Wisconsin 

State Lab of Hygiene, and the University of Wisconsin – 

Madison Entomology Department.  Zika virus poses the 

greatest risk to pregnant women and their unborn 

babies.  

 

 
Missing 
Langlade Co. 
man found 
safe News 

5/19/1
6 12p,5p 1:30 

Authorities say the 79-year-old man missing for 2 days in 

Langlade County was found safe.  Gerald Mikkelson was 

last seen in Polar Monday night.  His family says he has 

been dealing with memory issues and was supposed to 

visit his sister in Milwaukee Monday night but never 

arrived. 

Authorities in far northern Wisconsin continue to 

investigate the death of a 47-year-old woman whose 

body was found on a snowmobile trail. Vilas County 

sheriff's officials consider Luann Beckman's death to be 

suspicous. She was last seen four days ago, riding a 

bicycle that was later recovered. Officials say the 

circumstances and the evidence they've gathered 

indicate that foul play was involved -- and they're still 

interviewing witnesses. 

Federal appeals judge Diane Sykes of Wisconsin says she 

will not comment on making Donald Trump's list of 

potential U-S Supreme Court nominees. The only 

remaining G-O-P presidential candidate named eleven 

judges yesterday that he would consider nominating if 

he's elected this fall, and the vacancy from Antonin 

Scalia's death is still not filled next year. The 58-year-old 



Sykes is a former Wisconsin Supreme Court justice who's 

been on the federal appeals court in Chicago since 

2004. G-O-P Congressman Glenn Grothman says the 

conservative Sykes would be a good justice, and it's 

what Republicans are looking for from Trump. But House 

Democrat Ron Kind of La Crosse says it's "presumptuous 

and premature" for anybody who's not officially a 

nominee to be releasing a list of Supreme Court 

possibilities. 
 

 
Hwy west of 
Eagle River 
closed News 

5/20/1
6 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Hwy 70 west of Eagle River was closed late yesterday 

afternoon following a traffic accident near the 

intersection with Hwy 17.  A pickup and car collided 

head on shortly before 6:00 resulting in multiple injuries.  

Two people were flown to Marshfield for treatment while 

another was treated in Eagle River.  What caused the 

accident remains under investigation.   

About that same time, firefighters in Minocqua and the 

DNR were dispatched to another brush fire, this one just 

south of the city on Blue Lake Road.  Officials said a lawn 

mower sparked the small fire that was quickly contained.   

Vilas County authorities say the death of Luann Beckman 

is a homicide.  Her body was found Tuesday on a trail 

near Phelps.  She was last seen riding her bike on Sunday.  

Officials are also asking for the public’s help in the 

investigation.  How she died has not been released but 

investigators say she was killed at the hands of another 

person.   

Another candidate entered the 34th Assembly district 

race, forcing a democratic primary in the run against 



incumbent republican Rob Swearingen.  Matthew 

Michalsen, a Lake Tomahawk town supervisor and social 

studies teacher at Lakeland High School announced he’s 

running with a different vision than the incumbent.  He’ll 

face Eagle River native Lawrence Dale in the August 

primary. 

Wausau is the nation’s most middle class city.  TIME 

Magazine reports Wausau’s population is 67% middle 

class and has the most three-person households 

considered in that group, earning between $42,000 and 

$125,000 a year.   
 

Authorities say 
woman found 
was murdered News 

5/20/1
6 12p,5p 1:30 

Authorities now say a woman found dead on a 

snowmobile trail was murdered.  Vilas County sheriff's 

officials say they're checking a number of leads in the 

death of 47-year-old Luann Beckman of Phelps.  She was 

last seen riding a bicycle last Sunday in Phelps, and her 

partially clothed body was found close to her bike on a 

trail that's close to an apartment complex.  Chief Deputy 

Patrick Schmidt said Beckman was not sexually assaulted 

-- and he does not believe robbery was a motive.  He 

would not say how Beckman died, as the case remains 

under investigation. 

Wisconsin's pro basketball team says one of its 

employees was conned into giving personal and tax 

data of its players and others to a scammer.  The 

Milwaukee Bucks say they're investigating the security 

breach, in which an identity thief impersonated team 

president Peter Feigin (fay' gn) with a false e-mail 

address -- and a Bucks worker believed it was Feigin and 



provided W-2 forms, salary data, Social Security numbers 

and more.  The breach happened April 26th, and the 

Bucks learned on Monday they were victimized.  

The Medical College of Wisconsin wants to alleviate a 

severe shortage of psychiatrists in the northern part of the 

state.  The Milwaukee area school says it will begin 

residency programs in July of next year for seven 

psychiatrists to be trained at its new campuses in Green 

Bay and Wausau.  The state only meets 20 percent of 

people's needs for mental health care, second worst 

behind only South Dakota. 
 

 
NE Wis. Under 
a red flag alert News 

5/23/1
6 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

All of Northeastern Wisconsin is under a Red Flag Fire 

Warning until eight tonight.  The combination of wind 

and low humidity added to the high temperatures will 

push the fire danger to its extreme.  Burning bans are 

already in place.  It will be a short-lived situation however 

since rain is forecast for much of the rest of the week, but 

that includes thunderstorms where lightning has already 

sparked several wildfires this season.   

There’s now a primary in the 12th Senate District.  42-year 

old Bryan Van Stippen in February announced his 

intention to run for the 35th Assembly District seat.  But the 

Deerbrook Democrat said he can do more in the Senate.  

He’ll face Dave Polashek of Oconto Falls in August with 

the winner taking on incumbent Republican Senator Tom 

Tiffany of Hazelhurst.   

 

A Wisconsin Rapids man is in critical condition after rolling 



his car in an accident Saturday night.  65-year old Korey 

Arneson was flown to St. Joseph’s Hospital in Marshfield 

from the crash site shortly after 7:00 on County Hwy Z 

near Ross Trail.   

The Natural Resources board Wednesday will consider 

buying an easement of more than 7000 acres in Northern 

Wisconsin.  The land would become part of the Brule-St. 

Croix Legacy Forest which the DNR shows totals of nearly 

66,000 acres across Douglas, Washburn, Bayfield and 

Burnett counties.  The department maintains the 

additional land, with dozens of lakes and more than 10-

miles of stream frontage would benefit wildlife, public 

users and loggers.  Officials say the cost of $3.5-million.  

 

 
State 
democratic 
party owes 
money to a 
Green Bay 
hotel News 

5/23/1
6 12p,5p 1:30 

Wisconsin Democrats will hold their state convention next 

month at a Green Bay hotel where they still owe 58-

hundred dollars for the same event seven years ago.  

Federal election reports show the State Democratic Party 

has only paid about two thirds of its 15-thousand dollar 

bill for its 2009 gathering at the Radisson Hotel and 

Conference Center -- and they've paid nothing since 

2011.  Party spokesman Brandon Weathersby blamed 

Republican operatives for exposing this and calls it 

hypocritical because Governor Scott Walker recently 

delayed 100-million dollars in state debt payments.  That's 

something governors of both parties have done, close to 

the ends of their fiscal years. 

A town of Pine River man was victimized by a scam.  He 



received a friend request on a social media site, 

accepted it and began talking with a woman via chat 

and text messages.  After several months she asked for 

help with a financial issue and mailed him an $8000 

check.  She instructed him to pay several people she 

owed money to.  The money was sent before the bank 

discovered the original check was fake.  The man now 

owes the money deposited in his account.  Lincoln 

County deputies say most people in cases like this live 

outside the country and the chance to recover the lost 

money is slim.   

When you think of fishing, you normally don't think of 

bows and arrows.  But that's what competitors used 

during the weekend at the sixth annual A-M-S Bowfishing 

Big 30 Challenge in the Marshfield area.  More than 100 

teams from ten states took to area waters.  
 

 
Rhinelander 
police join in 
the “Click it or 
ticket” 
campaign  News 

5/24/1
6 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Rhinelander’s Police Department joined hundreds of law 

enforcement agencies across the state yesterday, 

kicking off the “Click it or ticket” campaign that runs 

through June 5th.  The goal is to draw attention to the 

seat belt law and the importance of buckling up.  There 

are hundreds of accidents every year and many drivers 

and passengers could be saved by using seatbelts.   

 

Plans to develop an additional softball field in 

Rhinelander went to  extra innings.  Originally a second 

field at Pioneer Park was proposed but drew quick 

reaction from the Oneida County Fair, Farmer’s Market 

and others concerned about the number of trees to be 



cut.  Other sites were explored but are not as attractive 

as developing the park.  Funds from the Rhinelander 

Softball league would pay for it.  The Building and 

Grounds committee decided last night to schedule a 

special meeting on the issue before the city council in an 

effort to come to a decision. 

 

The body of a man fishing the Big Eau Pleine Flowage 

near Mosinee was found in his boat last night.  The man’s 

wife reported him missing earlier in the day. 

 

The iconic “T-Bird Country” bridge on Hwy 51 will get a 

new home.  The old bridge is being replaced this summer 

but an effort to save it developed into the company that 

owned it, donating it to Lakeland High School.  Last night 

the school board accepted the proposal from Oneida 

County Board Supervisor Bob Metropulos, who hopes to 

have it somewhere on the school campus yet this year. 
 

 
Wis. One of 
many states to 
receive bomb 
threats at state 
schools News 

5/24/1
6 12p,5p 1:30 

Wisconsin is among at least eleven states to receive 

automated bomb threats at public schools yesterday.  

State education officials say they don't know how many 

schools received threats, but there are at least four -- in 

Appleton, Oshkosh, Green Bay, and Kenosha County.  

Automated bomb threats were reported at schools from 

Colorado to New Hampshire.  National school security 

experts say it appears to be a case of "swatting" -- 

sending automated hoax threats to trigger massive 

responses by law enforcement. 

A federal trial opened this morning in a lawsuit 



challenging Wisconsin’s last round of legislative 

redistricting.  The case focuses on claims from 

Democrats that the maps unfairly give Republicans an 

advantage and amount to one of the worst cases of 

partisan gerrymandering in modern American history.  

The current district lines were drawn by Republicans in 

2011, after they won majorities in both chambers and 

control of the governor’s office.  A three-judge 

panel rejected a request last month to dismiss the case, 

saying the case should be decided after a trial is held. 

Despite offering souvenir campaign "T" shirts, Governor 

Scott Walker is still having trouble getting supporters to 

pay off the 900-thousand dollars he still owes from his 

White House bid.  A new federal campaign report shows 

the Republican Walker raised about 70-thousand dollars 

last month. T hat's down from the 128-thousand his 

campaign picked up in March.  Walker sent out a plea 

to his donors in April, calling himself "thrifty" and promising 

to give a "T" shirt to anyone giving 45 dollars or more. 
 

 
Antigo school 
district has 
drawn a court 
challenge  News 

5/25/1
6 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

The first of several anticipated changes in the Antigo 

School District has drawn a court challenge.  Mattoon 

Elementary School was to be closed but the Village and 

parents retained an attorney and filed a lawsuit to keep 

that from happening.  There’s also a challenge to the 

school board possibly violating the state’s open meetings 

law, a matter the Langlade County district attorney has 

been looking at.  The board met in closed session last 

http://www.wrn.com/2015/07/wisconsin-democrats-file-redistricting-challenge/
http://www.wrn.com/2016/04/federal-court-orders-trial-for-wisconsin-redistricting-challenge/


night with their lawyer.  A hearing date has yet to be set.     

 

Nearly $50,000 worth of methamphetamine and cocaine 

was seized in a Marathon County drug bust.  The sheriff’s 

office reported 39-year old Gustavo Lopez and 35-year 

old Pamela Hernandez, both of Marathon are in custody 

after officers made a controlled buy.  Online court 

records don’t indicate a hearing date. 

 

Late yesterday an appeals court put a hold on the 

decision striking down Wisconsin’s right-to-work law.  

Attorney General Brad Schimel argued the initial decision 

created confusion and should be put on hold, pending 

appeal.  In the opinion the judges ruled no facts backed 

up the contention that unions would be harmed.  Right-

to-work laws prohibit businesses and unions from 

reaching agreement requiring all workers, not just 

members, to pay union dues.   

 

Green Bay Packer fans got a first look at the 2016 team in 

yesterday’s organized team activities.  And the highlights 

were a slimmer Eddy Lacey and a slower Jordy Nelson.  

Lacey drew fire from coach Mike McCarthy last year for 

being overweight while Nelson is recovering from ACL 

surgery.   
 

 
State 
redistricting in 
court News 

5/25/1
6 12p,5p 1:30 

Three federal judges in Madison are in the second day of 

a trial challenging the Republicans' 2011 redistricting.  

Democrats are trying to get the court to support a new 

way of determining whether state and federal districts 



are too partisan, by considering so-called "wasted votes" 

-- votes for the minority party, or votes for majority 

candidates in excess of what the party in power needs 

to win. University of Chicago law professor Nicholas 

Stephanopoulos -- who's representing the Democrats -- 

says the Wisconsin Assembly map stands out from other 

state maps that have been challenged, saying it seeks to 

withstand the political pendulum and ensure Republican 

majorities until the next decade.  Assistant state attorney 

general Brian Keenan says lawmakers are allowed to 

seek partisan advantage, and they've done nothing 

illegal. The trial is expected to run through Friday. 

Three years after a software maker lost a state contract 

which threatened its future in Wisconsin, Skyward 

opened its new 32-million dollar headquarters in Stevens 

Point.  Governor Scott Walker attended the grand 

opening ceremony yesterday, where he credited the 

company's 400 employees for convincing the state to 

give them a chance.  In 2013, a Minnesota firm won a 

contract to become the sole provider of software for 

student information in Wisconsin public schools.  Skyward 

challenged the way the contract was awarded -- and 

after losing an appeal, the firm convinced lawmakers to 

allow two software vendors instead of one.  Skyward 

plans to more than double their workforce by 2025. 
 

 
Vilas Co. 
authorities 
looking into 
murdered 
woman  News 

5/26/1
6 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Vilas County authorities continue looking into the death 

of 47-year old Luann Beckman.  The Phelps woman was 

found near her bicycle on a trail near town May 17th.  

She was last seen two days earlier.  While preliminary 



autopsy results are not be released, Sheriff Joe Fath said 

she was killed by someone she knew and alcohol was 

involved. 

A malfunctioning alarm was determined as the cause of 

a lockdown and sizeable police response earlier this 

month at the North Central Healthcare facility in 

Wausau.  An electronic alarm for an armed individual 

was sent several times, signaling the response.  The 

investigation revealed a hard-wired button triggered the 

event and human error was not an issue.   

CBL and Associates, the real estate investment firm that 

owns the Wausau Center Mall is under federal 

investigation for accounting fraud.  Complaints allege 

the company inflated numbers reported to banks for 

rental income and occupancy rates.  CBL maintains the 

accusations are false.   

Rhinelander’s City Council meets in special session next 

Tuesday to discuss the proposed softball field for Pioneer 

Park and set the date for a public hearing.  The proposal 

has drawn fire from several sides including the Oneida 

County Fair and Farmer’s Market.  The board will also 

move into closed session to discuss the job performance 

of City Administrator Kristina Ashenbrenner.  She began 

her duties last September.   

Rhinelander’s Americinn Lodge and Suites received a 

TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence, for the sixth 

consecutive time.  The recognition honors businesses that 

consistently receives strong praise and high ratings from 

travelers.   
 



 
Bus fire this 
morning in 
Marathon Co., News 

5/26/1
6 12p,5p 1:30 

Traffic was blocked near the Hwy 51/29 overpass early 

this morning for a vehicle fire.  The Marathon Country 

Sheriff’s office got the shortly after 1:00 that a coach bus 

was burning on the side of the road.  The owner/operator 

told officials no one was on board at the time and the 

cause of the fire is unknown.   

An Assembly Democrat says the state Justice 

Department should fight crime instead of filing what she 

calls "political litigation."  Chris Taylor of Madison was 

referring to Attorney General Brad Schimel's decision to 

join ten other states in suing against the new federal 

"bathroom rules" allowing transgender school kids use 

restrooms of their chosen genders.  The governor's office 

says Scott Walker approved the lawsuit, but remains 

undecided about a Wisconsin bill to make people use 

restrooms of the genders they were born with.  A state G-

O-P bill for public schools failed to pass this year, and it’s 

expected to come up again, this time applied it to all 

public restrooms, similar to the North Carolina law that 

triggered the federal action. 

For many, the Memorial Day weekend marks the start of 

the summer boating season in Wisconsin.  But the D-N-R 

says 13 people have already died in state boating 

mishaps this year, compared to just one death before 

Memorial Day last year.  Officials say the overwhelming 

reason for boating deaths is the refusal to wear life 

jackets.  The state has a program called "Kids Don't Float" 

that encourages boater safety. 
 

 News 5/27/1 6a,7a,8a 1:30 A heat lamp in a bathroom was the likely cause of a 



Heat lamp 
causes fire 

6 structure fire early this morning.  Firefighters from Nokomis, 

Little Rice and Cassian were dispatched to a home on 

Hidden Waters Road on Bridge Lake north of Tomahawk 

just before 2:30 where first responders found the flames in 

the center of the home and already through the roof.  

Thermal imaging revealed fire through the entire attic.  A 

resident called in the fire and no injuries were reported.   

Governor Scott Walker told the federal government 

yesterday to stay out of Wisconsin schools.  At a stop in 

Merrill, Walker said Wisconsin joined 10 other states, suing 

the Obama administration for a directive telling schools 

to allow students to use whatever bathroom they want.  

He said it’s an overreach of power and the issue is not 

about transgender, it’s about the proper role of the 

federal government and they don’t have any business 

here.   

Donald Trump secured the number of delegates needed 

for the Republican presidential nomination, but has yet 

to get the endorsement of House Speaker Paul Ryan, 

who had a phone call with Trump this week.  All Ryan 

would say is the call was productive.  Yesterday the 

Janesville Republican was asked whether he’s 

concerned about how it looks to not be endorsing Trump 

as the eventual nominee as they head to the National 

Convention in July to which he responded,   “What I’m 

most concerned about is making sure that we actually 

have real party unity, not pretend party unity.” 



 

High rates for 
family 
insurance 
 News 

5/27/1
6 12p,5p 1:30 

 It will cost almost 26-thousand dollars to provide health 

care for a family of four this year. That projection is part 

of the annual Milliman Medical Index. It includes the 

average health insurance premiums paid by both 

employers and their workers, plus deductibles and what 

people pay out of their own pockets. It's the first time that 

Milliman's annual cost estimate exceeds 25-thousand -- 

and it's three times what the index first projected in its 

initial year in 2001. Scott Weltz of Milliman's Brookfield 

office says the total family health bill will shock lots of 

people -- because most workers don't realize how much 

their employers are paying. 

Wisconsin Democrats will be asked to eliminate the so-

called "super delegates" to the national convention, who 

can vote for any presidential candidate they want.  

Supporters of Bernie Sanders take issue with the system, 

because their man got 57 percent of the vote in last 

month's primary while six of the ten party leaders who are 

super delegates are backing Hillary Clinton.  Sanders only 

has one super delegate in his.  Among dozens of 

proposals to be considered includes repealing the G-O-

P's Act Ten union bargaining limits.  

One of Governor Scott Walker's two sons is following his 

father into politics. Matt Walker has become the digital 

director of the North Carolina governor's office under Pat 

McCrory. That's according to a Twitter profile of the 21-

year-old Walker, who graduated last Sunday from 

Marquette University in Milwaukee. The governor's other 



son, Alex, is a junior at U-W Madison. 
 

 
Two people 
die in weekend 
ATV crashes News 

5/30/1
6 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Two people died in weekend ATV crashes.  In Lincoln 

County a 57-year old Mosinee man was killed Saturday 

when his machine left Newwood Road near Hwy O in 

Tomahawk, and went into ditch, throwing the operator 

off.  He died at Sacred Heart Hospital.  Investigators say 

alcohol may have been a factor. The driver’s name will 

be released later today.   In Marinette County, 90-year 

old James Bosanny was killed after he lost control of the 

machine on a small hill after hitting a plow, then a tree.  

His 64-year old son James, Jr was a passenger and is in 

serious condition at a Green Bay hospital.   

 

Marathon County officials reported a Town of Berlin 

home was destroyed by fire early yesterday morning.  

Firefighters from several departments were dispatched to 

the home on Naugart Drive just before 2AM.  No one was 

hurt and the cause is unknown.   
 

Governor Scott Walker released dozens of documents 

that detail staff discussions about changes to the 

University of Wisconsin System’s mission statement, just 

hours after a judge ordered them to be made public.  

The 82 pages of documents were released late Friday 

afternoon, after a Dane County circuit judge found the 

Walker administration improperly withheld the records 

requested by the Center for Media and Democracy, a 

liberal advocacy group.  Walker’s office had tried to 

argue the information was not covered under the state’s 

http://www.wisc.edu/about/mission/
http://cdn.wrn.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/052716WisconsinIdeaemails.pdf


open records law because they were “deliberative” in 

nature – an argument Judge Amy Smith rejected in her 

ruling.   The change made the state budget, but was 

later removed amid widespread criticism and after 

claiming it was a “drafting error.” 

 

 
Weekend ATV 
crash victim 
identified News 

5/30/1
6 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

The man killed in a weekend ATV crash is identified as 57-

year old Thomas Radenz of Mosinee.  He lost control of 

his machine Saturday afternoon and was thrown off after 

leaving the road and hitting a culvert in the town of 

Tomahawk.  The Lincoln County Sheriff’s Dept and DNR 

are still investigating the accident.   

Yesterday’s unofficial start of the summer season in the 

North is in full view, even early this morning with streams 

of traffic in areas you don’t normally see anything.  

Communities saw their downtowns crowded for the 

stores that were open on Memorial day, especially 

grocery stores with the tourists loading up on supplies.  

Many families left yesterday to finish off the last week of 

school but second homeowners have returned from their 

winter locations to open homes and cottages for the 

season.  Business was brisk and most locations throughout 

the area. 

A memorial dedicated to Hmong and Laotion veterans 

who supported the United States during the Vietnam 

Way opens next month in Wausau.  Near the 

Marathon County Courthouse, the 20-ton granite and 

bronze statue depicts two Hmong soldiers supporting a 

http://www.wrn.com/2015/04/wisconsin-idea-officially-remains-intact/
http://www.wrn.com/2015/02/walker-blames-wisconsin-idea-change-on-drafting-error/


US airman.  The names of local veterans will be etched in 

stone.  The dedication is June 25th.  Organizers have 

worked on the memorial the past four years and raised 

nearly a quarter-million dollars.  They say Hmong soldiers 

supported a secret CIA effort in Laos.  After the war 

many families came to the US as refugees, arriving in the 

Wausau area 40 years ago. 

 

 
Auto death 
near Portage  News 

5/31/1
6 12p,5p 1:30 

Two people died and two others are hospitalized after a 

head-on traffic crash near Portage last night.  It 

happened about 7:20 on Highway 33 at an intersection 

in the town of Fort Winnebago.  Details were not 

immediately released, but officials say high speed and 

alcohol may have been apparent factors -- and the 

investigation continues.  The victims' names were not 

immediately released.  

Next Tuesday afternoon the Rhinelander/Oneida County 

Airport will test their emergency response plans with a 

mock fire of an aircraft engine explosion.  The full-scale 

drill allows airport officials and staff to work with other 

agencies in real time testing.  The response tests 

equipment, communications, mutual aid assistance and 

overall readiness.  Those taking part include Oneida 

County Emergency Management, Ambulance Service, 

Sheriff’s Office, Rhinelander Fire and Police and the 

airport.  Officials also remind Rhinelander area residents 

that F-16 fighter training will be going on next month so 

don’t be alarmed if you notice the high speed jets in the 

Northwoods sky.   



Wisconsinites apparently have the most trouble spelling 

the word "vacuum."  Google Trends observed the recent 

National Spelling Bee by tweeting a map of the U-S 

which shows the most common word that people in 

each state search for when typing "how to spell" in the 

search box.  People in Montana and Maine also forget 

that vacuum has one "C" and two "U"s.  Google finds 

Michigan residents have the most trouble spelling "gray," 

which is "A-Y," not "E-Y."  Minnesotans search the word 

"broccoli" and the other most troublesome words are 

"maintenance" in Iowa, and "appreciate" in Illinois. 
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Fire in Lac Du Flambeau News 6/1/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Ten people were able to 

escape the flames as fire 

gutted a Lac du Flambeau 

home Monday night.  The 

home on Cloud Street is still 

standing but the inside was 

destroyed.  It’s the home of 

former tribal council 

member Victoria Doud, 

who along with family 



members lost everything.  

The community is assisting 

and donations are being 

taken at the Chippewa 

Valley Bank.   

Another fire, this one on 

Pelican Ranch Road in the 

town of Pelican yesterday 

morning, destroyed a 

mobile home. The structure 

was gone in only an hour. 

Two people inside were 

able to get out safely.  

Pelican and Pine volunteer 

firefighters kept the flames 

from spreading to other 

buildings.   

 

Fewer than half the 

declared U-S House 

candidates in Wisconsin 

have yet to file nomination 

papers as of Sunday.  The 

deadline is today for all 

Wisconsin county, state, 

and congressional hopefuls 

to file their papers and get 

on the ballot.  Several 

August ninth primaries are 



taking shape -- including 

northeast Wisconsin's Eighth 

District, where Republican 

Reid Ribble is stepping 

down, four Republicans 

and three Democrats have 

either filed or are expected 

to do so. 

Wisconsin is turning to 

wasps to fight the spread of 

Emerald Ash Borer. The 

state is hoping the stinging 

insects will attack and kill 

the beetles which are 

decimating the state's 

forests. DNR officials say the 

beetle-seeking wasps are 

smaller than the bugs you 

may see near your deck. 

Wisconsin is one of 24 states 

turning the insects to fight 

the spread of EAB. 
 

 Protest in Wausau over 
prison sentence 
 News 6/1/16 12n,5p 1:30 

 Hundreds of demonstrators 

converged on downtown 

Wausau to protest an adult 

prison sentence for 16-year-

old convicted murderer 

Dylan Yang.  He was found 

guilty for stabbing 13-year-



old Isaiah Powell in February 

of last year, after two 

groups of teens argued on 

social media before getting 

into a fight in front of Yang's 

house.  The demonstrators 

were mostly Hmong 

residents who came from 

throughout Wisconsin and 

Minnesota to protest what 

they called an unfair legal 

system.  They said school 

leaders should have done 

more to ward off the 

groups' conflicts and the 

bullying they say led to the 

killing.  He could face up to 

60 years in prison when he's 

sentenced July 12th. 

Wisconsin had the best 

economic performance 

among five Midwest states 

in April.  That's according to 

the newly released Midwest 

Economy Index from the 

Federal Reserve Bank of 

Chicago.  The report finds 

Wisconsin's overall 

economy grew by two 



tenths above historical 

norms in April -- and 

Michigan was the only 

other state to have excess 

growth while Iowa and 

Illinois had smaller growth 

than normal, and Indiana's 

economic pace was about 

the usual. 

Wisconsin's loon population 

is healthy. E rica LeMoine, 

who coordinates the 

LoonWatch program at 

Northland College in 

Ashland, says the 

population for adult loons is 

estimated  over 4,300, an 

increase of 9.1 percent 

from five years ago.  The 

chick population increased 

nearly 38 percent.  The 

survey was undertaken by 

LoonWatch's network of 

over 400 "Loon Rangers," 

without the support of DNR 

staff. "Because of the 

serious cuts in science staff 

last year. 
  
US Senate candidate  News 6/2/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30  U.S. Senate candidate Russ 



Feingold speaks in Wausau Feingold made was in 

Wausau yesterday, 

speaking with supporters 

about college tuition costs, 

the minimum wage and the 

necessity for high-speed 

internet access.  At an 

earlier stop, Feingold said 

he’s open to the idea of no 

longer using 

superdelegates in the 

party's presidential 

nomination process. 

Pressure is mounting for the 

Democratic National 

Committee to end the use 

of superdelegates, which 

some members argue 

ignores the wishes of 

primary voters.  Feingold 

admitted it's a concern he's 

had before.   He’s running 

against incumbent 

Republican Senator Ron 

Johnson, who filed for re-

election yesterday, the filing 

deadline.  Some national 

experts believe the Senate 

majority could come down 



to the winner of this race.  

Johnson unseated Feingold 

during the 2010 election. 

Rhinelander’s had a 

nuisance ordinance on the 

books for decades, 

typically only enforced 

after a complaint.  Now the 

city’s fire chief and 

inspector Terry Williams will 

actively look for properties 

that are unsightly.  What it 

means is, if there’s junk or 

debris laying around your 

yard, you risk getting a 

citation if it’s not cleaned 

up and those tickets start 

around $180 and go up 

from threre.  He says they 

just want a clean and 

attractive environment in 

the city.     

Eau Claire is bracing for 

some flooding by the 

weekend.  City managers 

say the Chippewa River 

should flood by Saturday 

near the Hobbs Boat 



Landing and at the U-W-

Eau Claire campus.  But the 

city says the river will fall 

about five feet short of 

flooding downtown. 

 

  
Polashek suspends 
campaign  News 6/2/16 12n,5p 1:30 

 Saying he didn’t want to 

divide Democratic 

resources in a primary to 

face incumbent Republican 

Senator Tom Tiffany, Dave 

Polashek suspended his 

campaign for the seat.  The 

former Oconto school 

superintendent will support 

fellow Democrat Bryan Van 

Stippen saying it’s time to 

restore the senate district to 

its former greatness  by 

leading the citizens , in his 

words, out of the economic, 

political and environmental 

chaos created by Tiffany 

and Republicans in 

Wisconsin.   

The stage is set for one of 

the nation's most watched 

U-S Senate contests.  G-O-P 

incumbent Ron Johnson 



and Democrat Russ 

Feingold filed their 

nomination papers by 

yesterday's deadline. 

Feingold is trying to win 

back the Senate seat he 

held for 18 years before he 

lost to Johnson as part of a 

national Republican wave 

in 2010.  Feingold will have 

a primary challenger in 

August, Kenosha Democrat 

Scott Harbach -- and 

Libertarian Phillip Anderson 

of Fitchburg will also be on 

the November ballot.  More 

than 360 candidates have 

filed with the state 

Government Accountability 

Board for congressional, 

state legislative, and county 

district attorney posts -- and 

hundreds of others have 

also filed at courthouses for 

numerous county offices 

which are up this fall. 

Wisconsin's job creation 

agency erroneously 

awarded more than 



$412,000 in tax credits to 

companies over how many 

jobs they created.  The 

detail came out in a review 

by the Wisconsin Economic 

Development Corp.  The 

agency first revealed the 

tax credit issue at a board 

meeting last month, but a 

report last week was the first 

time the size of the problem 

was revealed. 
 

  
Issues of a proposed new 
ball diamond in Rhinelander News 6/3/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 Rhinelander’s city council 

was expected to set a 

public hearing date on a 

proposed second softball 

field at Pioneer Park.  

Instead, the matter was 

sent back to committee.  

One of the main users of 

area fields, the school 

district, which pays user fees 

but doesn’t have a formal 

agreement with the city has 

prompted the delay.  Nine 

school teams, the little 

league and bar league 

teams all compete for use 

of the few diamonds in the 



city, so another field was 

proposed.  Officials hope to 

reach an agreement and 

reopen discussion on where 

to put a new field. 

After weeks of behind the 

scenes discussions, House 

Speaker Paul Ryan has 

officially endorsed Donald 

Trump’s run for president.  

After Trump became the 

presumptive nominee last 

month, Ryan said he was 

“not there right now” when 

it came to accepting him 

as the party’s standard-

bearer.  The Janesville 

Republican’s uncertainty 

prompted a meeting 

between the two, as Ryan 

looked to determine 

whether Trump would 

support the agenda of the 

House GOP.  In a column 

submitted to his hometown 

newspaper yesterda, Ryan 

said those meetings have 

made him “confident” 

Trump will “turn the ideas in 

http://www.gazettextra.com/20160602/paul_ryan_donald_trump_can_help_make_reality_of_bold_house_policy_agenda
http://www.gazettextra.com/20160602/paul_ryan_donald_trump_can_help_make_reality_of_bold_house_policy_agenda


this agenda into laws to 

help improve people’s 

lives.”  Ryan said he now 

plans to vote for Trump in 

November.  

Rhinelander’s Hodag is 

getting a pedicure.  

Chamber Executive 

Director Bill Clow said local 

sculptor Chuck Williams is 

donating his time to repair 

the statue of the city’s 

mascot after several claws 

were torn off by vandals last 

year.     
 

  
State lawmakers are looking 
for new ways to improve 
state roadways News 6/3/16 12n,5p 1:30 

 At least two Republican 

legislative leaders say they'll 

keep looking for 

acceptable revenue 

increases to improve 

Wisconsin highways.  That's 

after Governor Scott Walker 

said yesterday he would 

not raise transportation 

taxes or fees without 

corresponding budget cuts 

elsewhere.  Walker also said 



he would not repeat his 

2015 proposal to borrow a 

record one point three 

billion dollars to avoid tax 

hikes -- something his fellow 

Republicans in the 

Legislature criticized as they 

reduced the bonding to 

850-million dollars through 

the middle of next year.  

Assembly G-O-P Majority 

Leader Jim Steineke says 

Walker's plan is 

"unsustainable," noting that 

road projects would 

continue to be delayed 

and the economy could 

suffer.  G-O-P finance chair 

John Nygren says there's still 

a big interest among his 

colleagues to find more 

money for highways. 

Recreation on and in the 

waters of Wisconsin is a 

major attraction and the 

state is working to keep it 

that way.  The DNR and 

UW-Stevens Point Fishery 

Research Unit are together 



on a 3-year project to fight 

the spread of Eurasion 

milfoil and other invasive 

species.  Manson Lake in 

Rhinelander is one of three 

lakes in Oneida and Vilas 

counties chemically treated 

for the weeds. The hope is 

to see how the herbicide 

affects fish in the lakes, and 

to see if they have 

minimized or stopped the 

spread of this invasive.  The 

counties and several 

partners across the North 

are sponsoring an invasive 

species identification day 

later this month in locations 

stretching from Ashland to 

Tomahawk.  Information is 

available on the Vilas 

County Land & Water 

Conservation website.   
 

 Power outages across the 
area 
 News 6/6/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 Over 5800 people were still 

without power early this 

morning in the aftermath of 

a band of severe storms 

that moved through 

Northern and Northcentral 



Wisconsin late yesterday 

afternoon.  Over half that 

total is in the 

Wausau/Mosinee area.  At 

the peak of the activity 

more than 21,000 were in 

the dark.  Coming down 

from Canada the system 

gathered strength in the 

northwest corner of the 

state with high winds and 

penny-sized hail.  As they 

moved into Taylor, Clark, 

Marathon and Lincoln 

counties winds hit over 

60mph, uprooting trees, 

dropping power lines and 

damaging buildings.  

Cooler weather is forecast 

today with another chance 

for storms early this 

afternoon.   

 

Wisconsin Democrats rallied 

over the weekend at the 

state convention and 

supporters of presidential 

hopeful Bernie Sanders 

came away with a win.  



Delegates approved a 

nonbinding resolution 

asking national Democrats 

to abolish super delegates, 

those party insiders who 

can support whomever 

they want for president.  

The resolution urges the 

state’s 10 super delegates 

to vote in proportion to the 

April primary, that Sanders 

won, but didn’t get 

delegates because of 

those supporting Hillary 

Clinton.  Democrats in other 

states are also calling for 

changes in the super 

delegate system.   

 

A passion for cars turned 

into a benefit for Antigo 

High School over the 

weekend.  Organizers of 

Cars for a Cause said all the 

proceeds from ticket sales 

Saturday go to the school 

after a shooting at the 

prom last month.  Car 

owners from across the 



state and beyond 

displayed their machines in 

support of the town, police 

and first responders.   
 

 State prison systems 
months behind on reports 
 News 6/6/16 12n,5p 1:30 

 The state Corrections 

Department is said to be six 

months behind schedule in 

releasing an annual report 

on how many prison guards 

have been attacked.  

Published reports say no 

one is indicating why the 

report has not been issued -

- and officials have not 

created a database that 

keeps track of incidents at 

the state's Lincoln Hills and 

Copper Lake juvenile 

facilities in Lincoln County.  

Federal officials are 

investigating reports of 

assaults and other alleged 

abuses at the juvenile 

institutions near Irma, as well 

as possible civil rights 

violations. The state 

released two previous 

annual reports on the 

assaults of prison staffers.  



That's after former 

Corrections Secretary Gary 

Hamblin said in 2012 that 

staff assaults appeared to 

be rising -- but nobody 

could tell for sure, due to a 

lack of adequate records. 

Miss Wisconsin was not 

among the 15 finalists at the 

Miss U-S-A Pageant. 

Nineteen-year-old Kate 

Redeker of Sheboygan 

appeared briefly during last 

night's pageant in Las 

Vegas.  She's a psychology 

major at U-W Milwaukee, 

and she won the state 

pageant last September in 

Fond du Lac.  The new Miss 

U-S-A is 26-year-old Army 

officer Deshauna Barber, 

who was Miss District of 

Columbia.  She'll now 

compete in the Miss 

Universe contest. 

The DNR reports a mild 

winter and strong breeding 

activity led to an 11% 

increase in spring turkeys for 



hunters.  More than 45,400 

birds were registered.  Fall 

permits are now available 

for the season running 

September 17th to 

November 18th.  August first 

is the application deadline. 
 

  
Two men in Price Co. in 
court News 6/7/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 The two men who led Price 

County authorities on a 

massive man hunt Friday 

were in court yesterday.  

Adrian Rodriquez and 

Daniel Schoonover, both 

23, were arrested after a 13-

hour chase and are in 

custody on a $10,000 cash 

bond.  While not yet 

formally charged the two 

allegedly possessed drugs 

and pulled a knife on a 

man at a restaurant in Park 

Falls.   

 

A three vehicle crash south 

of Stratford claimed a life 

and snarled traffic for 

nearly four hours yesterday 

afternoon.  The accident, 

on Hwy 97, near County C, 



was reported shortly before 

3:30.  Traffic in both 

directions was detoured.  

No other information is 

available.   

 

City officials in Wausau are 

advising the public to stay 

out of Marathon Park the 

next few days as they 

continue cleaning up from 

Sunday’s storms.  More than 

three dozen trees in the 

park on Wausau’s west side 

were either toppled or 

damaged.  The Parks 

Department has crews 

picking up the broken limbs 

and removing the uprooted 

trees.   

 

In an effort to boost air 

quality standards, the 

Expera paper mill in 

Rhinelander is adding to its 

smoke stack.  The multi-

million dollar project, 

approved two months ago, 

will add nearly 100 



additional feet to the 

already 200-foot structure.   
 

Beekeepers in Wisconsin are 

having to import 

honeybees from other 

states following a dramatic 

die-off last season.  Nearly 

60 percent of the state's 

bees died over the winter, 

higher than the 44-percent 

average.  Insecticides, 

global warming and a 

parasitic mite are blamed 

for the sharp increase in 

bee deaths.   
 

  
Another arrest in Forrest Co. 
drug investigation News 6/7/16 12n,5p 1:30 

 Another arrest in a Forest 

County drug investigation.  

31-year old Sheena 

Tuckwab is charged with 

felony possession and 

delivery of narcotics and 

maintaining a drug 

trafficking house.  Multiple 

controlled buys were set up 

by officers and the 

investigation continues by 

the Sheriff’s department 

drug task force.   



 It's been five years since 

the University of Wisconsin 

has been allowed to 

increase its total financial 

aid for students in need. U-

W President Ray Cross will 

try to change that, when he 

asks the Board of Regents 

this week to seek a 33 

percent increase in need 

based financial aid for 

undergraduate Wisconsin 

residents. If approved, the 

total pot would rise by 19 

million dollars to a total of 

77 million for the next two 

year budget period. The 

governor and Legislature 

will have the final say, and 

Republican Governor Scott 

Walker's office is not saying 

what he might do until he 

proposes his next state 

budget to lawmakers in 

February. His office notes 

that Walker froze tuition the 

past four years for state 

undergrads -- and 

spokesman Tom Evenson 



says it shows that the 

governor is committed to 

keeping college affordable. 

Some may say it’s sacrilege 

but Aaron Rodgers has 

stopped eating one of 

Wisconsin's signature food 

products. The Green Bay 

Packers' quarterback says 

he and the team's 

nutritionist did some 

research after Rodgers had 

minor knee surgery during 

the offseason. The 32-year-

old Rodgers says he's eating 

smarter to extend his 

playing career -- and his 

new diet is reducing 

inflammation and bringing 

new hope that he can play 

until he's 40.  
 

  
Fire damages a Merrill motel News 6/8/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 Fire yesterday morning 

damaged a Merrill hotel.  

An electrical problem may 

have sparked the blaze in a 

bathroom at the 

EconoLodge on Pine Ridge 

avenue, causing about 

$10,000 worth of damage.   



The woman killed in that 

three vehicle crash near 

Stratford Monday has been 

identified as 69-year old 

Beverly Aschenbrenner.  

The accident happened 

shortly before 3:30 on Hwy 

97 near County C.  Two 

others were hurt. 

An engine explosion on a 

plane at the 

Rhinelander/Oneida 

County Airport yesterday 

scrambled emergency 

teams.  It was all a full-scale 

mock drill to test 

emergency response plans 

under real conditions.  

Airport officials along with 

city, county and local units 

benefit from the exercise 

that not only tests abilities 

but communication with 

services that don’t normally 

work together.  Each 

agency gets a full report of 

the drill to see where 

improvements could be 

made. 



House Speaker Paul Ryan of 

Janesville says Donald 

Trump's  remark about bias 

in a Hispanic judge is 

undercutting Ryan's plan to 

make a big splash with a 

new G-O-P agenda.  Ryan 

calls it a "textbook definition 

of a racist comment," and 

he regrets that Trump said it.  

But the speaker would not 

pull back from his 

presidential endorsement of 

Trump, saying that 

Democrat Hillary Clinton 

would not be "the answer."  

Governor Scott Walker also 

weighed in, disavowing 

Trump’s statement saying 

those views were at odds 

with the Republican Party 

and who we are as 

Americans.  Walker said 

he’ll continue to support 

the eventual nominee for 

president, whoever that is 

following this summer’s 

Republican National 

Convention.   



 

  
Fire at a Wausau business 
early this morning  News 6/8/16 12n,5p 1:30 

 Shortly after 3:00 this 

morning firefighters 

responded to reports of 

smoke at the Pet Smart 

store on Rib Mountain Drive.  

They gained access to the 

building through a back 

door and found a small fire 

in a corner room.  The 

immediate concern was for 

the animals inside, which 

authorities say all seem to 

be okay.  No cause or other 

information is available. 

Wisconsin women do not 

seem to be rallying around 

Democrat Hillary Clinton just 

because she's the first 

woman to secure a major 

party presidential 

nomination. U-W Milwaukee 

professor Kathy Dolan says 

young women in particular 

believe that a candidate's 

gender should not 

determine their vote. Exit 

polls from the April 

Wisconsin primary showed 



that Clinton and Bernie 

Sanders split the women's 

Democratic vote -- and a 

Marquette Law School poll 

just before the primary 

showed that 64 percent of 

Wisconsin women under 30 

chose Sanders, while 30 to 

60-year-old women split 

between him and Clinton.  

Meanwhile, Donald Trump is 

telling Wisconsin's top 

Republicans to "get over it," 

after they criticized his 

stance against a federal 

judge due to his Mexican 

descent. Three of the state's 

highest G-O-P elected 

officials -- House Speaker 

Paul Ryan, U-S Senator Ron 

Johnson, and Governor 

Scott Walker -- were among 

the Republicans criticizing 

Trump for being against a 

judge with Mexican parents 

hearing his court case 

involving Trump University. 

The Wisconsin Berry Growers 

Association reports the fruit 



crop is on target for the 

season, which typically runs 

from mid-June through 

early July.  Growers 

recommend calling before 

heading out to pick. 
 

  
Car fire in Wausau  News 6/9/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 Just before 1:00 this 

morning first responders in 

Rib Mountain were called 

to a car fire.  The SUV was 

engulfed in flames on the 

Hwy 29 East on ramp.  

Things were under control 

with half an hour and 

there’s no information 

about the cause or any 

injuries.   

Meanwhile, the PetSmart 

store in Rib Mountain 

remains closed until further 

notice.  Fire early yesterday 

morning damaged the 

inside of the building on Rib 

Mountain Drive, mostly with 

smoke.  A company 

spokesperson said the 

cause was mechanical in 

nature and limited to the 

aquatics department.  A 



number of fish died but all 

other animals inside were 

rescued and are in good 

health.  

No one was seriously hurt 

following a two vehicle 

crash yesterday afternoon 

on Hwy 51 in Arbor Vitae 

across from the Perkins 

restaurant.   

A federal judge will not put 

a lawsuit over Wisconsin's 

voter identification law on 

hold while another similar 

challenge is pending in a 

different court.  The U.S. 

District Court in Milwaukee 

yesterday posted a note in 

the court file stating the 

Department of Justice's 

request for a stay in the 

case was denied.  The state 

requested on Monday that 

the case be put on hold.  

The American Civil Liberties 

Union wants to allow 

people to vote in the 

August primary election 

even if they are having 



trouble getting the required 

ID.  The court's note, written 

after a Tuesday status 

conference indicates the 

groups plan to file a motion 

on that issue by the middle 

of June.  Another voter ID 

lawsuit is pending in federal 

court in Madison. 

 
 

  
Hillary Clinton to make stop 
in Green Bay next week  News 6/10/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 The state Government 

Accountability Board is 

meeting to consider about 

a dozen challenges against 

candidates trying to get on 

the ballot for upcoming 

legislative and 

Congressional races in 

Wisconsin.  The board will 

review 13 cases surrounding 

candidates for upcoming 

primaries in August and the 

general election in 

November.  Many of those 

focus on signatures 

submitted ahead of last 

week’s deadline, with 

challenges covering issues 

such as the legibility of a 

http://www.gab.wi.gov/about/meetings/2016/june
http://www.gab.wi.gov/about/meetings/2016/june


signature or whether a 

signer resides in the district 

of the candidate.  Getting 

enough of those thrown out 

by the board can get a 

candidate removed from 

the ballot,  Those facing 

challenges include Paul 

Nehlen, who is running 

against House Speaker Paul 

Ryan (R-WI) of Janesville in 

a Republican primary, 

Democratic presidential 

candidate Hillary Clinton 

will make a stop in Green 

Bay next week, alongside 

President Barack Obama.  

The campaign said Clinton 

and the president will use 

the Green Bay stop on 

Wednesday, to “discuss 

building on the progress 

we’ve made and their 

vision for an America that is 

stronger together.”  

Obama’s endorsement of 

Clinton yesterday came just 

hours after he met with 



Vermont Senator Bernie 

Sanders,  who’s pledged to 

continue campaigning 

through the final primary 

next week in Washington 

D.C., and to take his 

platform to the party’s 

national convention this 

summer. 

 Wisconsin-based Ashley 

Furniture will pay one-point-

75 million dollars to settle a 

case involving safety 

violations at four plants.  The 

deal means to company is 

taking " steps to change its 

culture, invest in its 

employees, and work with 

OSHA to make significant 

changes." 

 

  
Storms struck early this 
morning throughout the area News 6/13/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 Storms early this morning 

shook residents already 

picking up from severe 

storms that rolled across the 

North on Friday.  Over 300 

were without power, mostly 

http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/bernie-sanders-campaign-dc-vows-work-hillary-clinton/story?id=39719810
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/bernie-sanders-campaign-dc-vows-work-hillary-clinton/story?id=39719810


in the Tomahawk area as of 

4:00.  Service to much of 

the Lakeland area was 

finally restored by about 

3:00 yesterday afternoon as 

numerous trees dropped on 

lines or power poles were 

snapped with the force of 

the winds, well over 60 mph.  

More than 250 crew 

members from WPS worked 

through the weekend 

restoring service.  The Thirsty 

Whale on Lake Minocqua 

remains closed while 

cleanup and repair 

continues from an electrical 

fire that was quickly 

contained.  The Minocqua 

Brewing Company 

reopened yesterday after 

the storm dropped a 

massive pine tree on the 

front of the building.  

Several other trees in 

nearby Torpy Park were also 

felled.   

A town of Washington man 

died after being struck by a 



vehicle.  The accident just 

after 10 yesterday morning 

as the man was blowing 

leaves along the shoulder 

of Shangri La Road, off Hwy 

17.  The Vilas County 

Sheriff’s department 

reported he died at the 

scene after being struck by 

a car.  No other information 

is available. 

Fire Saturday night 

destroyed a barn in 

Marathon County.  Six area 

departments were 

dispatched to the 3000 

block of Guenther Road, in 

the town of Guenther 

shortly after 9:00.  The 

building contained hay, 

tools and equipment, 

valued well over $100,000.  

The cause remains under 

investigation. 

Democratic presidential 

candidate Hillary Clinton’s 

planned stop in Green Bay 

this week is off.  She was to 

appear with President 



Obama Wednesday.   
 

  
State republicans speaking 
more loudly about terrorism News 6/13/16 12n,5p 1:30 

 Wisconsin's top Republicans 

are speaking out more 

loudly against terrorism.  The 

Islamic State claimed 

responsibility for Sunday's 

mass shootings at the Pulse 

gay nightclub that killed 50 

people -- House Speaker 

Paul Ryan of Janesville said, 

"We need to be clear eyed 

about who did this -- we are 

a nation at war with Islamic 

terrorists."  G-O-P Governor 

Scott Walker said, "United 

we stand against terrorism."  

An Irma man will be 

referred to the DNR after a 

Lincoln County deputy and 

several fire departments 

responded to reports of an 

explosion and fire Saturday 

night in the town of Birch.  A 

911 call about 10:30 

reported four loud 

explosions and fire above 

the tree line on Grundy 

Road.  Officials came upon 

a very large controlled burn 



but the land owner didn’t 

have a permit and items 

not allowed to be burned 

under DNR rules were seen 

in the pile.  Once the 

sheriff’s office completes it 

reports the DNR fire ranger 

said they’ll take over the 

investigation. 

Saturday’s weather 

reminded us how hot and 

humid things can get across 

the North.  You’re also 

reminded by the Oneida 

and Vilas county 

emergency management 

and public health 

departments there are 

places to cool off, open 

24/7.  They include the Trig’s 

and WalMart Supercenters 

in Rhinelander and 

Minocqua along with the 

Howard Young Medical 

Center in Woodruff and the 

Eagle River Trig’s and Eagle 

River Memorial Hospital.  

Officials say the most 

vulnerable to heat include 



very young children, the 

elderly and those with heart 

disease or high blood 

pressure.  Certain 

medications may also react 

to extreme heat.   
 

  
Work is ahead of schedule 
with downtown Rhinelander 
project News 6/14/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 Work is still ahead of 

schedule as the downtown 

Rhinelander construction 

work continues.  A portion 

of Courtney Street has 

reopened but another main 

link through the city, 

Stevens Street is closed 

between King and Rives 

streets, and will be for at 

least a couple months as 

the utilities are replaced.  

Rerouting, detours and 

available parking will all be 

well marked.  The 

Davenport Street bridge is 

still closed, with work 

anticipated to be finished 

there later next month.   

 Gas prices here continue 

to climb faster than the 

national average due to 

increasing demand for 



gasoline and tightening 

supply due in large part to 

the recent partial shutdown 

of the West Shore pipeline 

among other operational 

challenges at nearby 

refineries.   In the near term, 

gas prices may remain 

volatile with summertime 

driving fueling high 

demand.  Wisconsin drivers 

saw average prices for 

regular unleaded increase 

to $2.51, a 13 cent jump 

over last week. Only 

Michigan, Ohio, Illinois and 

Indiana had larger 

increases. Prices across the 

state vary considerably, 

with the lowest prices to the 

North and West. 

Lake Michigan regulators 

are recommending a 62 

percent lake-wide 

reduction of Chinook 

salmon with hopes of 

averting a population 

collapse similar to the one 

that hit Lake Huron a 



decade ago.  Wisconsin 

Fisheries Management 

Bureau Deputy Director 

Todd Kalish says the lake 

has a historically low 

population of alewives, the 

herring-like fish that are the 

Chinook's main food 

source.  Regulators hope 

the reduction will improve 

the alewife population and 

avert a similar collapse 

down the line.   

 

 Antigo schoolboard votes to 
close elementary school  
 News  6/15/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 With a 5-4 vote, the Antigo 

School Board again voted 

to close Mattoon 

Elementary School.  The re-

vote was taken after they 

were accused of violating 

open meeting rules back in 

April when the first vote to 

close the school was taken.  

The small school has less 

than 100 students and the 

district maintains it’s too 

expensive to keep open.  

There was discussion about 

possibly using the building 



for a charter school.  At 

yesterday’s meeting the 

board also discussed 

possible settlement options 

for a lawsuit filed by 

Mattoon parents back in 

May asking to keep the 

school open another year 

or force the board to 

vacate their decision.   

An industrial accident killed 

a 51- year old man.  Just 

before noon yesterday 

emergency crews were 

called to Crystal Finishing 

Systems in Mosinee where 

the man was pinned by an 

overhead crane at the 

plant.  No other information 

is available. 

Wausau’s Police Chief 

served notice yesterday 

he’ll be retiring soon.  Jeff 

Hardel told the police and 

fire commission he plans to 

step down in 2018.  He’s 

been with the department 

since 1980 and was 



appointed chief in 2005 

when Bill Brandimore 

retired.   

Members of the Speaker’s 

Task Force on Alzheimer’s 

and Dementia meet in 

Rhinelander this afternoon 

to present their report to 

county officials and the 

public.  Task force chair 

Mike Rohrskaste, a Neenah 

Republican joins fellow task 

force member, 

Representative Mary Czaja 

of Irma and Representative 

Rob Swearingen of 

Rhinelander at the Oneida 

County Health and Aging 

Building on Keenan Street in 

the city at 3:00.  

 

  
The head of Natural 
Resources board wants 
answers News 6/15/16 12n,5p 1:30 

 The head of the state 

Natural Resources Board 

wants answers from D-N-R 

Secretary Cathy Stepp on a 

critical state audit citing a 

lack of enforcement of 

water pollution laws.  Terry 

Hilgenberg said he and 



other members of the D-N-

R's policy setting board 

were never briefed since 

the audit came out June 

third -- and members are 

getting a lot of questions 

they can’t answer.  The 

audit said the D-N-R did not 

act 94 percent of the time 

in the past decade against 

firms and sewage plants 

that exceeded water 

pollution limits -- and 

employees did not 

have enough time to 

review reports from larger 

dairy farms on their manure.  

The governor and 

Legislature cut almost 100 

D-N-R jobs in the current 

state budget -- and an 

agency spokesman says 

they'll be ready to discuss 

the matter when the 

board meets next 

Wednesday. 

House Speaker Paul Ryan of 

Janesville says Americans 

need to separate "radical 



Islamic terrorism" from the 

vast majority of peaceful 

Muslims whom he calls 

"among our best allies."  

Ryan took issue with Donald 

Trump's remark that 

American Muslims are 

harboring terrorists and not 

reporting them to 

authorities.  The 

presumptive G-O-P White 

House nominee also 

repeated his call to ban 

Muslim immigrants -- plus 

others from countries with 

proven histories of terrorism.  

Ryan says a Muslim ban is 

not in America's best 

interest and he says a 

smarter approach is to 

have a "security test, not a 

religious test."  Ryan again 

refused to say whether he 

would back off from his 

recent endorsement of 

Trump for president. 
 

  
A Merrill man is among ten 
people arrested on drug 
charges  News 6/16/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

 A Merrill man is among 10 

people arrested on drug 

charges.  45-year old 



Christopher Schmeltzer 

faces federal charges for 

allegedly distributing 

methamphetamines the 

last three years.  He’s in 

federal court in Madison 

next week.  

Dylan Yang, the Wausau 

teen convicted in the 

stabbing death of 13-year 

old Isaiah Powell had his 

sentencing date moved.  

Originally set for next 

month, it’s now September 

6th while his new attorney 

goes through volumes of 

documents and letters in 

the case.   

The latest Marquette Law 

School Poll shows Hillary 

Clinton leading Donald 

Trump in Wisconsin by 10 

points.  Among likely voters 

her lead grew by another 

point.  The poll also asked 

Bernie Sanders voters if 

they’d be willing to support 

Clinton, with 67%  saying 

yes.  This  is the first 

https://law.marquette.edu/poll/
https://law.marquette.edu/poll/


Wisconsin presidential poll 

released since Trump and 

Clinton became their 

parties presumptive 

nominees.  The poll also 

shows that Bernie Sanders 

would do better in 

Wisconsin against Trump, 

56-31 among registered 

voters.  Among likely voters 

in the U.S. Senate race, 

Democrat Russ Feingold 

continues to lead 

Republican Senator Ron 

Johnson 51-42 percent.   

Governor Scott Walker’s 

approval rating is also 

trending down, with 57% of 

respondents disapproving 

of the direction Wisconsin is 

headed. 

A new pool, slides, diving 

boards and rock wall are 

among the activities at the 

Bierman Aquatic Center in 

Merrill.  The facility officially 

opened yesterday with a 

ribbon cutting ceremony.  



Built with the largest single 

donation in Merrill’s history, 

the pool, in the Merrill Area 

Recreation Complex, 

opened last Friday to 

hundreds of people and 

has already sold nearly 

1300 passes.   
 

  
Sheriff’s  deputies shoot and 
kill wanted armed man  News  6/16/16 12n,5p 1:30 

 Sheriff's deputies in 

northeast Wisconsin shot 

and killed an armed man 

wanted by Madison Police 

for making threats.  Law 

enforcement agencies 

throughout the state were 

on alert for the suspect 

yesterday afternoon -- and 

Marinette County officers 

found the man's car last 

night.  They reportedly 

followed him for several 

miles and tried negotiating 

by phone for his surrender 

but he stopped just off 

Highway 141 near Pembine, 

walked toward the 

deputies with a gun and 

was shot when he ignored 

repeated commands to 



drop the weapon.  The 

State Justice Department 

has taken over the 

investigation and no names 

were immediately released. 

Wisconsin's Tammy Baldwin 

was among the U-S Senate 

Democrats who staged a 

15 hour filibuster that ended 

when Republicans agreed 

to hold votes on two gun 

control measures.  

Connecticut Democrat 

Chris Murphy says a 

compromise was reached 

early today, in which 

Senate leaders agreed 

have votes to expand 

background checks for gun 

buyers on the Internet and 

at gun shows -- and barring 

those on the U-S terrorist 

watch list from having gun 

licenses.    

 Facebook received 

Wisconsin Republican Ron 

Johnson's request for posts 

and searches made by 

Orlando shooter Omar 



Mateen. Johnson, who 

chairs the U-S Senate's 

Homeland Security 

Committee, says he's giving 

Facebook until June 29th to 

turn over items from 

Mateen's five accounts.  In 

a letter to C-E-O Mark 

Zuckerberg, Johnson says 

Mateen used the site to 

post messages about his 

loyalty to the terror group -- 

and wrote, "Now taste the 

Islamic State vengeance."  
 

 
Two people hurt during Vilas 
Co. boating accident  News 6/17/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Two people were hurt 

yesterday in a Vilas County 

boating accident.  Shortly 

before 830 last night a 911 

call reported the collision of 

two boats on Black Oak 

Lake in Land o’ Lakes.  The 

report indicates a 

motorboat struck a row 

boat with two people in it, 

throwing one of them into 

the water.  The operator 

immediately returned, 

jumping in and bringing 

that person and the boat to 



shore until emergency 

crews arrived.  Both 

occupants of the row boat 

we flown to Wausau Aspirus 

Hospital for treatment.  No 

other information is 

available.   

Ryan Sisco is in jail, accused 

of having sex with a 14-year 

old girl.  The 23-year old 

Rhinelander man was in the 

news in March of last year 

when he was arrested in 

Indiana with then-girlfriend 

Ashlee Martinson.  She was 

convicted of killing her 

parents, Thomas and 

Jennifer Ayres over an 

argument about dating 

Sisco.  Prosecutors found 

Sisco had no role in that 

crime.  Now, however he’s 

charged with second 

degree sexual assault of a 

child and exposure.   

The state’s ban on texting 

while driving needs to be 

updated according to 

Wisconsin AAA.  A 



spokesman says other 

states now ban using social 

media, downloading music 

and other functions of 

modern smartphones.  

Since December of 2010, 

it’s been illegal in Wisconsin 

to write and send text 

messages behind the 

wheel.  In 2012, critics said 

the law was rarely 

enforced.  Some in law 

enforcement called it a 

“large undertaking for a 

traffic ticket,” while others 

said it helps to highlight the 

dangers of texting while 

driving. 

 

 
State senator Johnson is 
looking into terrorism posts 
on Facebook News 6/17/16 12n,5p 1:30 

Wisconsin Republican Ron 

Johnson says Facebook is 

interested in working with a 

U-S Senate panel in 

exploring domestic terrorism 

in the wake of the Orlando 

attack.  Johnson chairs the 

Senate's Homeland Security 

committee and asked 



Facebook to provide 

postings from five accounts 

owned by Orlando shooter 

Omar Mateen.  Johnson 

hopes leaders of the site 

would brief his panel.  The 

senator says it's important to 

work with social media 

companies to determine 

what the government 

could have done and what 

it can do to prevent 

tragedies like the one at the 

Orlando nightclub where 49 

people were killed. 

The teachers' union in the 

West Allis/West Milwaukee 

district is fuming, after 

members who chose 

summer lump sum 

payments received only a 

quarter of what they were 

expecting.  The district has 

been dealing with a 14-

million dollar deficit for the 

past year -- and officials  

say limits imposed by 

auditors prevented them 

from doing short term 



borrowing to cover all the 

payments to the teachers.  

They'll be paid next week.  

The Teachers' union blames 

the state's Act Ten public 

union bargaining limits from 

2011.  Wisconsin teachers 

have normally been given 

the choice of spreading 

their yearly salaries through 

12 months, or getting their 

summer pay in one lump 

sum. 

Waupaca High School has 

the state's top F-F-A 

chapter. The agricultural 

education group 

announced the honor 

Thursday, as the week long 

state F-F-A convention 

wrapped up in Madison. 

Waupaca placed first in all 

three major criteria for 

student, chapter, and 

community development.  
 

 
Storms knock out power in 
the area News 6/20/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

A line of quick moving 

thunderstorms early this 

morning had WPS out again 

restoring power.  More than 



1300 customers in the 

Rhinelander, Tomahawk 

and Gleason areas were in 

the dark.  Another chance 

for storms is forecast for 

Wednesday. 

A 75-year old Three Lakes 

man died in a weekend 

traffic accident.  Antoine 

Durocher was southbound 

on Military Road in 

Washington Township early 

Saturday night when the 

vehicle left the road and 

struck a tree.   

The Lincoln County Sheriff’s 

Department reported two 

Rhinelander area residents 

were burned Saturday 

afternoon when their UTV 

caught fire.  Investigators 

said a spare gas can 

tipped, spilling fuel onto the 

engine.  The operator 

tossed the can out of the 

vehicle which then started 

a small brush fire.  The 

unidentified couple put 

both fires out but sustained 



burns to their arms and 

hands.   

Several Wausau area fire 

departments were 

dispatched to a house last 

night on the 400 block of 

Weston Avenue.  Reports 

show the fire, shortly before 

8:00 was in the attic and 

roof and kept reigniting.  

Firefighters were also hosing 

down a neighboring home 

only 10 feet away.  One 

person was home and able 

to get out.  One firefighter 

was reportedly treated and 

released from the hospital 

after falling from a ladder.  

The home was heavily 

damaged. 

Wausau’s Memorial Pool 

was closed much of the 

weekend after the body of 

a man in his 40s was 

discovered.  While 

investigators are still looking 

into it, they say it appears to 

be a suicide.  The body was 

discovered around 8:30 



Saturday morning by an 

employee.   

 

 
Gov. Walker called out by 
Labor leaders News 6/20/16 12n,5p 1:30 

A top labor leader says 

Governor Scott Walker 

would be the "perfect 

example" of how Donald 

Trump would act if he 

becomes the next 

president.  Richard Trumka, 

who heads the national A-

F-L C-I-O, says Trump would 

"tear the country apart" as 

Walker did with the near 

elimination of public union 

bargaining and the state's 

right to work law in which 

private employees no 

longer have to pay union 

dues. The A-F-L C-I-O, 

including its 250-thousand 

Wisconsin members, 

endorsed Democrat Hillary 

Clinton for president late 

last week. Although Trump 

lost handily in the April 

Wisconsin primary, he says 

union voters in the state will 

vote for him in "larger 



numbers" because of his 

opposition to trade. Walker, 

who led a trade mission to 

Mexico last week, called 

such trade good for 

Wisconsin. 

After years of waiting, 

Waukesha finds out 

tomorrow if it can use Lake 

Michigan for its drinking 

water.  A unanimous vote is 

needed from all eight Great 

Lakes states for Waukesha 

to become the first place 

outside of a lake's natural 

basin to tap in under the 

2008 Great Lakes water 

protection agreement.  A 

number of environmental 

groups and Great Lakes 

mayors oppose the request. 

Travelers on Hwy 17 on 

Rhinelander’s east side will 

find some slow going as 

work on the bridge over the 

Pelican River begins today.  

Single lane traffic and 

temporary signals went into 

effect this morning as crews 



install anti-skid pavement 

on the bridge.  The work is 

expected to be finished by 

the end of next week. 
 

 
Logging accident injures 
Marathon Co. man  News 6/21/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

A logging accident near 

Tomahawk injured a 67-

year old Marathon County 

man yesterday.  Officials 

with the Lincoln County 

Sheriff’s department said 

the man was cutting a tree 

near Bridge Road when it 

fell the wrong direction, 

pinning him to the ground.  

Two friends at the scene 

were able to free him and 

he was taken by Spirit Air to 

Aspirus Wausau Hospital.  

His name or condition has 

not been released.   

A reward is offered for 

information about a string 

of robberies in Florence and 

Forest Counties.  Break-ins 

were reported last week 

from several businesses with 

at least two individuals, 

wearing hooded 

sweatshirts, shown on 



security cameras.  Money is 

the main target but other 

valuables were taken.  Any 

information can be passed 

on to law enforcement as 

the investigation continues.   

Wisconsin Congressman 

Sean Duffy says the gun 

control measures debated 

in the Senate yesterday 

won’t help and it’s up to 

President Obama and not 

Congress to prevent future 

attacks.  Duffy said the 

president needs to get 

tougher in the fight against 

ISIS but in his words says, 

“He doesn’t want to”.   

Last month the DNR was 

seeking public comment on 

a plan to monitor shoreline 

changes that involved 

taking pictures.  They’ve 

since stopped but haven’t 

said why.  The plan called 

for two people in a boat to 

photograph shorelines, 

careful not to show people 

and respect their concerns.  



But unspecified concerns 

about the plan, that was 

meant to provide 

information to lake 

associations, caused the 

department to pull it.  A 

DNR spokesman wouldn’t 

elaborate.   
 

 
State senators from 
Wisconsin support party line 
on gun control News 6/21/16 12n,5p 1:30 

Both U-S senators from 

Wisconsin support their 

party lines on gun control, 

as the chamber rejected all 

four bills proposed in the 

wake of the Orlando 

shooting massacre.  None 

of the four competing 

measures picked up the 

required 60 votes needed 

to advance to final 

approval votes.  All four bills 

would have required 

background checks for 

more gun purchases, and 

stop potential terrorists from 

owning guns.  Wisconsin 

Republican Ron Johnson 

voted yesterday with the G-

O-P's two proposals -- which 

he said he would have kept 



terrorists from buying guns 

while the Democrats' 

proposals were too 

stringent and "played 

politics."  Wisconsin 

Democrat Tammy Baldwin, 

who supported her party's 

measures, said Congress will 

have failed to provide 

necessary leadership if all it 

does is "agree to disagree." 

A Minocqua man was 

injured in a rollover 

accident yesterday.  36-

year old Dustin White was 

treated and released from 

the Howard Young Medical 

Center after rolling his car 

on South Bo Di Lac Drive.  

Police reports indicate he 

swerved to miss a deer.  

A five-million dollar program 

is underway to help 

homeless veterans in 

Wisconsin.  Lieutenant 

Governor Rebecca 

Kleefisch unveiled the new 

"Welcome Home Veterans 

Initiative," which provides 



one month of rent for 

eligible veterans' housing -- 

along with security deposits 

and utility bills.  Kleefisch 

says the program will use 

funds left over from the long 

running federal effort to 

help low income people 

pay their winter heating 

bills.  Kleefisch says each 

eligible veteran in the new 

initiative can get up to five 

thousand dollars in 

assistance. 
 

 
Fire to house in Rhinelander News 6/22/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Five people were 

hospitalized after a fire 

yesterday afternoon in 

Rhinelander.  Shortly after 4 

city firefighters were called 

to a house fire at 335 N 

Brown Street where the 

second floor was ablaze.  A 

7-year old child is credited 

with saving a 4-year old a 6-

month old from the burning 

upstairs apartment.  Pine 

Lake and Pelican volunteers 

provided mutual aid.   

Expera Specialty Solutions is 



another step closer to 

acquiring the old PrintPak 

building on Kemp Street in 

Rhinelander.  The city’s 

planning commission 

unanimously approved a 

conditional use permit, as 

the papermaker wants to 

buy the building and 

remodel for a new paper 

process line.  The city 

council meets next month 

to consider the proposal.  

And while Printpak officials 

couldn’t comment on the 

plans, the company did 

send a letter supporting the 

proposal to Expera.   

The Oneida County Clerk’s 

race is heating up as Kerri 

Ison of Monico officially 

announced her candidacy.  

She’s worked in county 

government for 21 years 

and is currently a deputy 

clerk.  Incumbent Mary 

Bartelt is stepping down 

after 16 years of service.  

Tracy Hartman, clerk for the 



town of Crescent the last 

nine years has also said 

she’s running for the 

position.  The election is 

November 8th. 

After years of planning and 

hearings, Waukesha’s 

request to take its drinking 

water from Lake Michigan 

has won final approval.  A 

council representing the 

eight Great Lakes states 

unanimously approved the 

plan Tuesday, which will 

allow Waukesha to 

withdraw up to about 8.2 

million gallons of water a 

day from Lake Michigan.  

 

 
Southern Wis. Could be hit 
hard with severe weather News 6/22/16 12n,5p 1:30 

Forecasters say the 

southern half of Wisconsin 

could be hit with severe 

weather this afternoon and 

evening.  The National 

Weather Service says 

tornadoes, damaging 

winds, hail, heavy rains and 

flooding are possible to the 



south of Wisconsin Rapids 

and Manitowoc.  Other 

parts of Wisconsin -- like the 

far west, north, and 

northwest -- will also see 

thunderstorms, but none 

are predicted to be 

severe.  The bulk of the 

activity comes tonight. 

More than three dozen 

people stood outside one 

of Governor Scott Walker's 

private listening sessions, 

wondering if he's getting an 

unbiased view of what's 

happening in their 

community.  Reporters and 

the public have generally 

been kept out of the nearly 

40 listening sessions Walker 

has held to get back in 

touch with Wisconsinites 

after his failed presidential 

bid.  Walker spokesman 

Tom Evenson says the 

sessions are closed so those 

attending can be feel more 

comfortable about 

speaking out. 



A conservative group says 

the predicted downfall of 

Wisconsin public schools 

under the Act Ten union 

limits never materialized for 

the most part.  The 

Wisconsin Institute for Law 

and Liberty issued a report 

yesterday on the five year 

old law which took away 

virtually all collective 

bargaining for teachers 

and other school unions.  

Teachers did see their 

salaries drop by an average 

of 21 hundred dollars per 

year, with fringe benefits 

cuts averaging 56 hundred. 

Unions call the report "mere 

propaganda" pushed by 

those who have not spent 

any time in public schools 

to see the impact for 

themselves. 
 

 
Shooting in Monico News 6/23/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Reports of a shooting in 

Monico last night had 

deputies with the Oneida 

County Sheriff’s department 

close off part of 3rd Street.  



The incident happened 

about 8:00 at a home just 

off Hwy 8.  No other 

information is available. 

Two Wausau men were 

arrested after a high speed 

chase for allegedly selling 

methamphetamine to a 

confidential informant.  27-

year old Maxwell Philvanh 

and 42-year old Ben 

Johnson face drug charges 

and resisting an officer.  The 

pair sped through 

residential areas of the city 

at 70 mph and were picked 

up after abandoning the 

vehicle.  They’re back in 

Marathon County Court 

next week.   

The only pipeline that 

delivers gasoline to Green 

Bay and northeast 

Wisconsin is shut down 

indefinitely.  The West Shore 

Pipeline Company says it 

will consider rebuilding the 

55-year-old line between 

Milwaukee and Green Bay.  



For now, it will look for 

alternative ways to provide 

fuel to northeast Wisconsin.  

The pipeline has been 

down since March 10th for 

repairs after a breakdown 

where about two dozen 

areas of pipe had to be 

fixed as part of a large spill 

three years ago.  Since 

May, Governor Scott Walker 

has declared energy 

emergencies which allow 

fuel truck drivers to work 

more hours.  Also, the state 

allowed overweight loads 

on tanker trucks around the 

Memorial Day weekend, as 

an extra step in preventing 

fuel shortages. 

Wisconsin State Fair goers 

will pass through metal 

detectors and be 

monitored by more than 

200 security cameras this 

summer.  Officials say safety 

is their top priority. 

 

 News 6/23/16 12n,5p 1:30  Wisconsin's Paul Ryan and 



Paul Ryan starts the 4
th
 

Holiday one day early  
other House G-O-P leaders 

started a July fourth holiday 

recess one day early, to put 

a crimp into a sit in by 

minority Democrats about 

gun control.  The House 

adjourned at 2:15 this 

morning, after approving 

funds to fight the Zika virus.  

All four Wisconsin 

congressional Democrats 

took part in the sit in, which 

demanded House votes on 

bills the Senate rejected 

Monday to expand 

background checks for gun 

buyers and stop terrorist 

suspects from obtaining 

firearms.   

Meanwhile, Wisconsin 

businesses that ban 

concealed weapons would 

have to pay triple damages 

for any gun incidents under 

a bill proposed for next 

year's session.  Assembly 

Republican Bob Gannon of 

Slinger says he wants to 

discourage businesses from 



banning guns to give 

people a better chance to 

defend themselves in what 

he calls a "scourge of 

terrorist activity."  

Members of the state 

Natural Resources Board 

had tough questions for D-

N-R officials, after a 

scathing audit showed only 

six percent of alleged 

environmental violations 

resulted in warning notices 

or worse for the decade 

ending in 2014.  The audit 

also uncovered backlogs in 

wastewater enforcement 

for larger farms and others.  

D-N-R officials 

defended their efforts at a 

board meeting yesterday 

and said their backlog for 

permits was about the 

same as the national 

average, while again 

pointing out that staff 

shortages have slowed their 

work down.  Board 

members called on D-N-R 



Secretary Cathy Stepp to 

push for higher fees from 

places like large dairy farms 

in the next state budget.  

Stepp says the D-N-R's 

ongoing effort to reorganize 

must be completed first. 
 

 
Shortcut  to Minocqua closed 
yesterday News 6/24/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

A popular shortcut to 

Minocqua was closed 

several hours yesterday 

morning for a fuel spill.  Hwy 

J between 51 and 47 was 

blocked after a diesel 

tanker separated from the 

truck, causing the fuel to 

run into a storm sewer.  The 

road was closed about five 

hours during the cleanup 

and no one was hurt.   

Two local newspapers are 

at war with the Oneida 

County Sheriff’s 

Department.  Gregg 

Walker, publisher of the 

Lakeland Times and 

Northwoods River News 

took issue with the handling 

of an open records request 

regarding potential criminal 



activities by a deputy.  He 

criticizes Sheriff Grady 

Hartman on a number of 

issues including misconduct.  

Corporation Counsel Brian 

Desmond is also questioned 

as to his role in denying 

requests.  This led to the 

county’s public safety 

committee to question why 

they’re not informed about 

items directly dealing with 

the department.  In a 

lengthy article in the papers 

detailing the issue, Walker is 

asking the committee to 

evaluate both men and 

take seriously their own 

oversight responsibilities.   

Wausau Police are advising 

area businesses to be wary 

of counterfeit $20 bills.  

Several have been passed 

over the last week and 

officials believe only one or 

two people may be 

involved since the copied 

currency can be easily 

detected.  Regardless, 



Wausau area businesses 

are encouraged to watch 

for the bogus bills.    

The Marine Corps admitted 

it made a mistake, 

misidentifying one of the 

men in the iconic picture of 

the American Flag raising 

over Iwo Jima more than 70 

years ago.  That man was 

Antigo native John Bradley.   
 

 
Wis. Politicians hail vote News 6/24/16 12n,5p 1:30 

Two of Wisconsin's top 

Republican leaders hailed 

the U-S Supreme Court's tie 

vote which struck down 

President Barack Obama's 

immigration plans.  But state 

Hispanic groups 

condemned the decision 

and said it could hurt up to 

34-thousand Wisconsinites 

who could have benefited.  

On a four to four tie 

yesterday, the high court  

rejected Obama's 

executive order that would 

have delayed deportations 

for parents of children 

legally in the country and 



make it easier for 

undocumented immigrants 

to find jobs.  Governor Scott 

Walker and state Attorney 

General Brad Schimel, both 

Republicans, said the 

court's action put an end to 

what they called Obama's 

unconstitutional attempt to 

avoid Congress. 

 Wisconsin Republican Ron 

Johnson failed to get his U-S 

Senate colleagues to limit a 

proposed ban on gun 

purchases for those on the 

federal "no fly list."  The 

Senate voted to table 

Johnson's amendment that 

would have required the 

Justice Department to 

review individual requests 

to ban new guns for those 

barred from flying, or those 

who need extra screening 

to board airplanes. Johnson 

opposed a blanket 

prohibition for the entire "no 

fly list," saying the denial of 

a constitutional right should 



be based on something 

more than being barred 

from stepping into an 

airplane. Wisconsin 

Democrat Tammy Baldwin 

voted against Johnson's 

spending bill amendment, 

which was not opposed by 

the National Rifle 

Association.  The Senate did 

approve a test vote on a 

proposal from Maine 

Republican Susan Collins to 

ban gun purchases for 

those on two key terrorist 

watch lists -- and Baldwin 

supported that measure 

while Johnson didn't. 
 

 
Rhinelander discussing a 
new softball park  News 6/27/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Wisconsin's Government 

Accountability Board 

officially disbands Thursday 

after eight years of 

operation.  In its place will 

be two commissions with 

partisan appointees.  One 

will oversee elections while 

the other handles ethics, 

campaign finance and 

lobbying laws.  Republicans 



targeted the GAB for 

elimination after it 

approved an investigation 

into Gov. Scott Walker and 

conservative groups.  The 

state Supreme Court last 

year ruled the probe was 

unconstitutional.   

Rhinelander’s city council 

won’t be discussing another 

softball field at Pioneer Park 

and today’s meeting.  

Instead, they’ll wait for the 

results of a survey sent to 

city residents in an annual 

mailing.  Those responses 

will reviewed by the parks 

committee.  The issue has 

the farmer’s market and 

Oneida county fair on one 

side who maintain a 

second field will take away 

space and the park will lose 

a number of large trees.  

Proponents, including the 

Rhinelander softball 

program, say the additional 

field will provide more 

practice space and 



allowing more tournaments.  

No timeline has been set for 

a decision.   

Despite the heavy weather 

Saturday, offroad race fans 

weren’t disappointed with 

the action.  The TORC Pro 

winners included Kyle Hart 

of Columbia, Louisiana in 

Pro Light with CJ Greaves of 

Abrams, Wisconsin taking 

both the 2 and 4 wheel 

drive divisions.  Keegan 

Kincaid of Crandon 

captured the Forest Co 

Potawatomi Community 

Cup. 

And 126 teams took the 

waters of the Eagle River 

Chain of Lakes over the 

weekend for the annual 

Professional Muskie 

Tournament Trail, with Mark 

Lejewski of Minocqua and 

Jeff Piazza of Lake 

Tomahawk taking first.   

 

 
Tornado confirmed in East News 6/27/16 12n,5p 1:30 The National Weather 



Central Wisconsin  Service confirms a weak 

tornado in east central 

Wisconsin. A twister rated at 

E-F-Zero was on the ground 

for almost three miles near 

Symco in eastern Waupaca 

County around 2:15 Sunday 

morning. Farm outbuildings 

and part of a silo were 

damaged, a mobile home 

was pushed off its 

foundation, and trees were 

uprooted and snapped. 

Hail, heavy rains, fallen 

trees, and power outages 

were also reported 

throughout Wisconsin from 

Saturday night through 

Sunday afternoon.   Almost 

two-thousand electric 

customers in Wisconsin were 

still without power this 

morning. 

An early morning accident 

in Wausau ended up with 

no one hurt but an OWI 

citation.  The Marathon 

County Sheriff’s department 

was notified of the one 



vehicle crash just after 2:30 

near Hwy Z and 65th Street.  

The lone driver left the road 

and struck a power pole, 

knocking out power to area 

homes.  He was arrested for 

OWI and no other 

information is available. 

A central Wisconsin dairy 

farmer produces a type of 

milk that's getting popular in 

Australia, since it does not 

have a protein that causes 

digestive problems in large 

numbers of people. The 

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel 

says Joseph Zaiger of rural 

Athens in Marathon County 

appears to be the first in 

Wisconsin to make milk 

without the A-One beta 

casein (kay seen) protein -- 

and the digestion issue is 

different than the well 

known lactose intolerance. 

Zaiger has about 40 cows, 

and he either uses animals 

which are either bred to 

make his product, or are 



found in regular herds.  
 

 
Man dies after falling into the 
water in Lincoln Co.  News 6/28/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Despite efforts to revive 

him, an 82-year old man 

died after falling into the 

water near Bradley Dam in 

Lincoln County over the 

weekend.  Cecil Vogts was 

shorefishing along Nokomis 

Drive when he slipped into 

the water.  A friend 

couldn’t reach him as the 

current pulled Vogt away.  

A passing motorist helped 

bring him back to shore 

and performed CPR, but he 

was pronounced dead at 

the scene.   

A Tomahawk woman was 

arrested on felony drug 

charges.  31-year old 

Ashleigh Wright is accused 

of possessing and selling 

methamphetamine and 

maintaining a drug house 

after police executed a 

search warrant at a home 

on the 200 block of 

Wisconsin Avenue.  She’s 

back in court today. 



A 76-year old woman died 

after the car she was in 

collided with a train on Hwy 

D in the town of Knox, just 

east of Prentice.  The Price 

County Sheriff’s office 

reports the 76-year old man 

driving was injured but his 

condition and their names 

have not yet been 

released.   

Wausau Police are now 

required to wear body 

cameras.  Patrol cars 

already have dash cams 

but officials say the new 

body cameras will add 

another tool to document 

what’s happening.  Nearly 

two years of planning and 

over $300,000 went into the 

project.   

Some 1.1 million 

Republicans and a million 

Democrats voted in 

Wisconsin's April Presidential 

Primaries and a new survey 

by the Pew Research 

Center finds they don’t 



care for each other.  70 

percent of Democrats 

consider Republicans 

"closed minded," while 

nearly half of Republicans 

consider Democrats to be 

"more immoral and 

dishonest" and "lazier."  
 

 
Gun rights groups vs. 
domestic violence groups  News 6/28/16 12n,5p 1:30 

A U-S Supreme Court ruling 

yesterday pits gun rights' 

groups against Wisconsin 

advocates for domestic 

violence victims.  On the 

final day of their current 

session, the justices ruled a 

1996 amendment which 

bans domestic abusers from 

buying or owning guns 

includes those convicted of 

"reckless misdemeanors."  

The group "End Domestic 

Abuse Wisconsin" filed a 

brief in the case, and its 

policy director Tony Gibart 

says it's "common sense" 

that someone violent to a 

present or former spouse is 

a "dangerous individual" 

who should not have a gun. 



Plaintiffs from Maine said 

the law should only apply to 

those committing felonies or 

intentional misdemeanors. 

Nik Clark of Wisconsin Carry 

agreed, saying a crime 

that's not's serious enough 

to warrant a felony charge 

should not justify losing a 

person's gun rights. 

Meanwhile, we could find 

out today whether the high 

court will review a Wisconsin 

law requiring abortion 

doctors to have hospital 

admitting privileges. T he 

justices struck down a 

similar law in Texas 

yesterday calling it an 

"undue burden" on a 

woman's right to an 

abortion. 

Governor Scott Walker 

asked his transportation 

secretary to submit his next 

full two year budget plan 

earlier than normal, so there 

can be a "full public 

discussion" on it.  Mark 



Gottlieb was told yesterday 

not to propose any tax or 

fee increases, be more 

efficient, keep borrowing 

"reasonable," increase 

highway maintenance and 

local road aid and hold 

spending on the Milwaukee 

area's "mega projects" to a 

minimum.   Numbers are 

typically due by November 

but Walker wants them by 

mid-September. 
 

 
Price Co. officials identify 
woman killed in train 
accident News 6/29/16 6a,7a,8a 1:30 

Price County officials 

identified the 76-year old 

woman killed in a train 

accident over the 

weekend.  Lola Schmidt 

was killed when the truck 

she was in was struck by a 

passing train on Hwy D in 

the Town of Knox.  The 

driver, 76-year old Leonard 

Schmidt is still hospitalized.   

Merrill’s School Board 

approved the full time hiring 

of Dr. John Sample as the 

new district superintendent.  

He filled in after the sudden 



resignations back in May of 

the top two school officials.  

Sample had been the 

director of special 

education and pupil 

services.  At last night’s 

meeting the board also 

eliminated the assistant 

superintendent position and 

added a director of 

curriculum and instruction.   

The Vilas County Sheriff’s 

Department released a 

photo online of a suspect in 

a break in at the Little 

Creek Coffee Company in 

Arbor Vitae last week.  

Anyone with information is 

asked to contact the 

sheriff’s office. 

State Department of 

Revenue Data included in 

a report released yesterday 

shows a tax credit passed 

to benefit manufacturers 

and agricultural producers 

in Wisconsin is primarily 

helping millionaires.  The 



Wisconsin Budget Project 

shows 78 percent of the tax 

credits last year went to 

people earning more than 

$1 million.  Those millionaires 

represent the top 0.2 

percent of all tax filers in the 

state.  The report shows the 

rate of growth in 

manufacturing jobs has not 

increased since the law 

went into place in 2013.  

The law was approved in 

2011.  Last year $284 million 

was handed out in income 

tax credits under the 

program. 

 

 
Seniors in the state are 
paying higher for insurance  News 6/29/16 12n,5p 1:30 

Marshfield may become 

the first in the state to raise 

water rates to replace 

aging water pipes in the 

future.  The Common 

Council voted last night to 

let the city's water utility ask 

state regulators for the okay 

to raise water rates an 

average of three dollars per 

month. Marshfield Utilities' 



financial manager Kent 

Mueller says the rate hike 

would save taxpayers 

millions of dollars in the long 

run, by not having to 

borrow one-million dollars 

every two years on a 75 

year plan to replace water 

mains.  Lead in drinking 

water has become a 

national concern after the 

recent crisis in Flint.  The city 

of 19-thousand is also 

seeking state assistance to 

help homeowners replace 

lead water pipes. 

A company that sells long 

term care insurance says 

Wisconsinites are paying 

higher costs than seniors in 

other states.  Genworth 

Financial says the median 

cost of a private room at a 

Wisconsin nursing home is 

102-thousand dollars, one 

percent higher than last 

year and ten-thousand 

dollars more than the 

national median.  A 



personal care worker who 

devotes 44 hours per week 

now costs 51-thousand 

dollars -- and the median 

cost to stay at an assisted 

living center is 47-thousand 

per year.   many people 

are ill equipped to pay 

since almost half of those 

older than 65 now make 

less than 24-thousand 

dollars per year.  Medicaid 

covers more than half of all 

U-S long term care 

expenses, and experts warn 

that available resources are 

not meeting the demand, 

especially as baby boomers 

reach retirement. 
 

 

 


